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“Understanding the World Through Film”

®

It’s a motto that guides the TIFF. It’s simple, but encapsulates that which we hope to accomplish each year in bringing the best of
independent film from around the world to the greater Bay Area community. Film as a medium never tires as there are always
new filmmakers with fresh ideas to push the art form forward. TIFF continuously strives to mine for these new talents and bring them to the fore by
way of our festival. To that end, TIFF is committed to its mission as a true independent film festival, focused on enriching the community
with the works of amazing filmmakers from the world over.

•

Tributes
The 2005 TIFF has four tributes to honor legends of filmmaking that have
pushed, and continue to push, the artistry of film. We’ll be celebrating Orson
Welles (Citizen Kane) with a tribute featuring Gary Graver, Welles’s long time
cameraman, showing never before seen film clips, with film
professor Joseph McBride as the moderator.
We’ll also be honoring the memory of legendary
Westerns director, Sam Peckinpah; and British actor
extraordinaire Malcolm McDowell (A Clockwork Orange,
If..., O Lucky Man...), who will join us for the screening
of his latest film, Evilenko. Finally we’ll take a unique
look at the stuntmen that help turn films into the fantastic,
larger-than-life events that have captivated audiences for
generations. Check out more information on each of these on page 8.

Marin Filmmakers
For the second year, we’ll show a collection of films made by Marin County
filmmakers titled “Marin Filmmakers.” The program is a first of a kind and provides
a great opportunity for the community to see the enormous talent that exists right
in our backyard. The films: Angle of Inspiration, Birth Day, The Cold War?, The
Hook, Imaginary Girls, The Math Tutor – page 5.

Spotlight on Cuba
We shine the independent film spotlight
on Cuba this year with nine films, each of
which brings a perspective on Cuba that help
paint a true picture of Cuban society. The
films: By the Sea, Che, The Sweet Dream of
the Cane, Cuba: Island of Music, Cuba Libre,
Dame La Mano, I Can’t, I live In Cuba!, Mother
Cuba, Paradise, Tracing Che: A Motorcycle Journey – page 6.

Middle East Peace
A prevalent topic each year at the festival is the struggle for peace in the
Middle East. The tensions and violence between Israelis and Palestinians are
chronicled in films such as: Death in Gaza and Behind Enemy Lines. We get
an inside glimpse at the turmoil in Iraq with the first documentary from an Iraqi
filmmaker, The Dreams of Sparrows. We also continue our tradition of presenting
the wonderful filmmaking of Iran with: 20 Fingers, Duel, Tehran 7 am, Dead Heat
Under the Shrubs, Those in Black, Epitaph, Utopia.

Music to Your Ears
Music and film go hand-in-hand, and, as such, we present the following
films each with music at its core: A Lion’s Trail (South Africa), Cuba: Island of
Music (Cuba/US), Paradise (Cuba/Germany), Man with an Opera House in His
Living Room (UK), Being Pavorotti (South Africa), Tap Heat (US), Pulse: A Stomp
Odyssey (USA/Brazil/India), Dame La Mano (Cuba/US) – page 6.

Sports and Film
Sports are presented on film in many ways, as evidenced by the lineup
of sports films that cover surfing, skateboarding, basketball, tennis, and boxing.
The films: Blue Horizon (Australia), Hot Chocolate (US), Somewhere Anywhere
Everywhere (US), Pororoca: Surfing the Amazon (Australia), She Got Game
2

(Canada), Never Been Done (US), Superstars (US), The Warrior Ethos (US).

Teen Flix
The Teen Flix program is back with this trio of films: Her Majesty (New
Zealand), Clipping Adam (US), Sevens Eleven (US) – page 5.

Animated World
Connoisseurs of animation in its unending
styles and presentation will love these and our
other animated films: Andy (US), Chohon (Korea),
Fever (US), Skippy (US), Glass Crow (US),
Instinct (Estonia), Back Seat Bingo (US), Eureka
(US), Escape from Paradise (Netherlands),
Flyaway (US) – page 5.

Seeking Sanctuary
We’ve selected the following films for their ability to capture the experience
of those who have had to leave their homeland to escape political persecution,
or have gone in search of a better life. The films: Goodbye Hungaria (Hungary),
Chosen (Finland), Good Morning Jerusalem (Palestine).

Politics As Usual
We delve into politics and current events with Rush
to War, examining the issues surrounding September 11th
and American foreign policy; and War, about an American
soldier who ponders the personal and global circumstances
that have led to her current locale as a soldier in the second
Gulf War.
With more than 270 films from more than 50 countries, this is just a brief
glimpse at the extensive overall film program for the 4th annual TIFF. We look
forward to seeing you at the festival March 11-17, and encourage you to check
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com for the latest on the films, events, and schedule
updates. You may also contact the TIFF by phone or email should you need any
assistance (415.381.4123 or info@TiburonFilmFestival.com).
Filmmakers’ Panel

Screen Writing Seminar
A unique panel discussion for ﬁlm buffs and ﬁlmmakers
alike, as we explore the screenwriting experience and the
challenges facing ﬁlmmakers today.
The TIFF is please to welcome Myra Paci, whose
film Searching for Paradise screened at the 2004
TIFF. Ms. Paci has a M.F.A. from NYU and teaches
screenwriting at San Francisco State University
and California College of Arts and Crafts.

Guaymas Restaurant :: Sunday, March 13 :: 1:30 pm

Premiere Sponsor of the
2005 Tiburon International Film Festival

23 luxurious guestrooms with fireplaces, including two with unobstructed San Francisco views
Most rooms feature private balconies and water views
Meeting room with catering available for up to 35 people
25 Main Street,Tiburon, CA 94920 • Phone: 415.789.5999 • Reservations: 877.789.5999 • www.marinhotels.com
The Waters Edge Hotel is managed by Joie de Vivre Hospitality and a proud participant in the Experience Rewards Club. www.jdvhospitality.com

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

Photos: Marge Samilson,
Cesar Rubio

Inspired by Eastern seaboard architecture and the exotic merchant trade
of the San Francisco Bay
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let’s party.
the. tiﬀ. and. guaymas. celebrate. the.
fourth. annual.

tiburon in tern ation al fil m fes t i va l

wednesday. march 16.
7-10 pm.
featuring.

food. music.
&

entertainment.
Guaymas Restaurant
5. main. st. • tiburon. • ca. • 94920.
415.435.6300
Ruby Skye photos courtesy Steve Han • DJ-AM photo courtesty www.dj-am.com
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Marin Filmmakers Program
Sponsored by the Marin Independent Journal
Sunday :: March 13 :: Playhouse :: 10:30 am

The Hook

The filmmakers will join us for Q & A after the films

The Cold War?

Hugues Wisniewski
2004 :: 15 min
A young man finds himself
trapped in a room and
condemned to a certain death, when he
realizes he controls his own fate.

For the second year in a row, the TIFF is proud to give
talented filmmakers from Marin County the opportunity to
screen their films.

Bill Henderson :: 2004 :: 3 min
A lone American businessman in
an eastern bloc country is being
pursued and detained by security
forces during the Cold War.

The Math Tutor

Angle of Inspiration

Greg Johnson :: 2004 :: 5 min
A math tutor attracts the sexual attention
of his newest student’s mother. He tries
to balance the ethics of his job with the
lust of a sexually naïve young man.

John Antonelli :: 2004 :: 25 min
Documenting the process of turning
a world-class achitect’s vision into a
concrete, glass and steel structure.

Imaginary Girls
Jordan Livingston :: 2004 :: 30 min
A chronicle of the death of
innocence and love in one girl, while
depicting the romantic failings of the
adult world in various stages of disintegration.

Birth Day
Diana Paul :: 2003 :: 11 min
A documentary capturing the beauty of a
natural home birth in the mountain countryside
of Xalapa, Mexico.

~ ~ Te e n

F l i x ~ ~

(for ages 12 and up)

Clipping Adam

Seven’s Eleven

Her Majesty

director Michael Picchiottino
2004 • US • 90 min

director Amy Lorio
2004 • US • 13 min

director Mark J. Gordon
2002 • New Zealand • 100 min

Set in a small Southern California
beach town, this film is a celebration
of the human spirit’s resiliancy, embodied in 13-yearold Adam Sheppard, and the notion that, with the help
of family and friends, you can always find your way
back home.

A spoof of Ocean’s Eleven with
amazing performances from a group
of pre-teens who stage a candy store heist with the goal
of collecting enough candy to last them through high
school. The assemblage of characters each lend their
unique talents in order to make the scheme a reality.

A n i m a t i o n

A coming of age story about a
young girl who realizes her lifelong
dream when Queen Elizabeth comes to visit her small
hometown. Elizabeth’s true character is tested when
she ultimately must choose between friendship and a
chance to meet the Queen.

Animation provides some of the most innovative and creative filmmaking today. Below
is a sample of the numerous animated films in the 2005 TIFF.

Andy

Chohon

Fever

Flyaway

Skippy

2003 • US • 5 min
director Terence Healy

2004 • Korea • 14 min

5 director collaboration

2004 • US • 8 min
director Charlie Griak

2004 • US • 11 min
director Danny L. Oakley

2004 • US • 2 min
director Amanda Spalinski

Page 30

Page 33

Page 34

Page 35

Page 42

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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Spotlight on Cuba

Music to Your Ears

By the Sea {director Dean Barnes :: starring Elena Aaron, Robert
Pemberton, Christopher Rivaro}

Being Pavarotti

US :: 94 min | The beautiful Cuban-born, New York raised pastry chef loses her job,
home and love in a fell swoop, so she finds kitchen work at a turn of the century ocean
front hotel. There, she meets the ghost of her grandfather and new a destiny.

{dir Odette Goldenhuys}
A 13-year-old boy in South Africa pursues his dream
to become an acclaimed opera singer like his idol,
Luciano Pavarotti.

Che, The Sweet Dream of the Cane
{director Mahmoud Reza Sani}
Cuba/Spain/US :: 30 min | The filmmaker goes to Cuba with the purpose of making a
film about Che Guevara. He tries to find some one who looks like Che to play the role.
But instead he finds new things about Che and life in Cuban society.

Cuba: Island of Music {director Gary Keys :: starring Orquesta Aragon, Los Zafiros, Manolin el Medico de la Salsa}

A Lion’s Trail
{dir Francois Verster}
The story of the song “Mbube,” which evolved into the
universally popular “The Lion Sleeps Tonight.”

US/Cuba :: 80 min | A documentary about the ordinary people of Cuba who, in their homes, on the streets, in
their schools, and most of all, in their hearts, have delivered to the world one of the greatest musical creations of
modern times.

Cuba Libre {director Juan Gerard :: starring Harvey Keitel, Diana Bracho, Iben Hjejle, Gael

Man with an Opera House in
His Living Room
{dir Mira Erdevicki}
A retired music teacher is determined to realise his
dreams of staging a Mozart opera in the English
countryside.

Garcia Bernal, Andhy Mendez}
Dominican Republic :: 109 min | Actor Harvey Keitel teams with a roster of
Cuban-American talent to evoke this misty coming-of-age reverie set in 1958,
the last year of the Battista regime.

Dame La Mano {director Heddy Honigmann}
Cuba/US :: 115 min | Every Sunday night, a restaurant in New Jersey is transformed into “La Esquina Habanera,” where exiled Cubans gather to dance to the
most sensual of all dance music, the rumba.

I Can’t, I Live in Cuba! {director Andre Gaumond}
Cuba/Canada :: 48 min | An amusing and joyful testimony of a nation filled with smiles and hope, but everyday
the citizens must juggle the competing concepts of socialism and capitalism with the US so close and influential.

Mother Cuba {director Salomon Shang}

Pulse: A Stomp Odyssey
{dirs Steve McNicholas & Luke Cresswell}
An exploration of the sights and sounds of continents
and cultures, guided by the internationally acclaimed
performers of the sensational stage show Stomp.

Cuba :: 75 min | Nothing is as easy as it might seem in Havana, Cuba; privation leads to impotence and, in the
case of the protagonist, the feeling of being trapped and longing for freedom.

Paradise {director Alina Teodorescu}
Cuba/Germany/Romania :: 92 min | Mixing black-and-white images from music videos with the color of everyday
life, this film is an amazingly authentic close-up of Cuban reality, capturing both the “vida loca” and the boredom
and frustration on the island.

Tap Heat

Tracing Che: A Motorcycle Journey
{director Lawrence Elman}

{dir Dean Hargrove}

Argentina/Chile/Canada :: 53 min | An exploration of the motorcycle journey that
helped shape Che Guevera. The film discovers humanity, passion and the free spirit
of a young 22-year-old whose eyes were forced open on a relentless road trip.

A visually kinetic film exploring two generations of
tap dancers that culminates in an upbeat tap dance
extravaganza; told solely through the language of tap.

Music Videos
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| Check out the innovation of music videos, and the deep connection with indie musicians in this first-time program at the TIFF

artist Brazil

artist Dealership

artist Illcom

artist Rogue Wave

artist Sepal

artist Ebi

song Escape

song All the Kids

song The Uprising

song Kicking

Director’s Cut of
Video

song Those in

US • 3 min

US • 2 min

US • 4 min

the Heart Out
US • 6 min

Croatia • 5 min

US/Iran • 6 min

page 32

page 33

page 36

page 37

page 41

page 43

Black
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The Warrior Ethos director Evan Kanew
A rare look at boxing as a rite of passage at Westpoint Military Academy.

Superstars director Leigh Stieglitz
An inside look at top prep prospects Dwight Howard,
Josh Smith, and Dwayne Washington, Jr.

Blue Horizon director Jack McCoy
Follow Andy Irons and Dave Rastovich on their
surfing adventures around the world.

page 28

page 43

page 13

Never Been Done director Matt Powers
The story of one-legged pro-skater Jon
Comer; featuring Tony Hawk and others.
page 23

Sports films can take many forms and styles. The TIFF has brought
together a cross-section of sports and film styles to present the inspirational, emotional, and amazing side to athletics that only the medium of
film can do justice.

Pororoca director Bill Heath
A surfing journey through the Amazon with
Ross Clarke-Jones and Carlos Burle.
page 40

Hot Chocolate directors Spike Jonze, Ty Evans,
and Cory Weincheque
A team-oriented cross-country skateboarding trek.

She Got Game directors Bobbi Jo Krals & Abbey Neidik Somewhere Anywhere Everywhere
A behind-the-scenes look at women’s pro tennis with
directors Joe Guglielmino, George Manzanilla, Hans Hagen
Serena Williams, Anna Kournikova, and many more. Elite surfers travel and surf together as a team.

page 18

page 25

page 26
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SF Weekly is proud to sponsor the
Tiburon International Film Festival.
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Malcolm McDo well

O r s o n We l l e s

Evilenko / Fri, March 11 / 7 pm :: A Clockwork Orange / Sat, March 12 / 8:30 pm
Malcolm McDowell will join us as we celebrate his career

F For Fake / Sat, March 12 / 7:30 pm
Film Professor Joseph McBride and Welles cameraman Gary Graver in person

I

S

ndependent filmmaking is the heart and life-blood of the TIFF, and we often
recognize the men behind the lens, but without the brilliance of the actors
who stand in front of the camera and bring to life the director’s vision, great
films would be nothing more than a wonderfully written idea.
We are proud to honor the life and work of Malcolm McDowell, whose
long and storied career has included many ventures into the art form of acting
through roles in independent films all around the world.
McDowell spent nearly two years in extra roles with the Royal
Shakespeare Company before landing his first film
role, from which his scenes would be cut. But his acting
attracted the attention of director Lindsay Anderson, who
cast him as a rebellious schoolboy in the satire If... (1968)
– he would link up with Anderson twice more to complete
a trilogy of satirical films about Britain’s institutions.
Director Stanley Kubrick was impressed by his ability
to project working-class arrogance and cast him as
the futuristic, anti-authoritarian Alex who undergoes
aversion therapy in A Clockwork Orange (1971).
McDowell has found success and critical
acclaim for some challenging roles he has taken on
in independent films. He magnificently portrayed a gangster’s descent into oldage and madness in Gangster No 1 (2000). His turn as a serial killer in Evilenko
showing here at the 2005 TIFF brings us a hypnotic performance. Evilenko’s
director, David Grieco, and McDowell’s co-star in the film, Marton Csokas, will
also be present for the screening of the film.

ince the inception of the TIFF, Orson Welles’s legacy has been present.
We have a signature award named after him to honor an up-and-coming
filmmaker participating in the festival.
His career and work are the inspiration for the values that the TIFF
embodies: film as an artistic expression first and foremost. As part of our
tribute, we are delighted to have his longtime
cameraman, Gary Graver, who shot much of F
For Fake, to present this program. Mr. Graver
will be bringing with him an assortment of film
clips from his time and work with Welles, some
very rare that have never been publicly screened.
Mr. Graver will be joined in this presentation by
film professor and author Joseph McBride, whose latest book is titled Whatever
Happened to Orson Welles?: A Portrait of an Independent Career.
Welles burst into the consciousness of popular American society with his
adaptation of H.G. Wells’s War of the Worlds on the radio, as its realism terrorized
the citizenry and caused a national panic.
At 25, Welles delivered Citizen Kane, which not only fulfilled the promise
expected from his early career, but became the quintessential film in American
cinema. Partially as a result of his experience in making that film under contract
with RKO, Welles became disenchanted with Hollywood, and would make films
outside the Hollywood studio system for the greater part of the rest of his career.
Welles’s difficulty in getting his films made affected his creative vigor, but
his body of work is nothing less than cinematic genius. It is our pleasure to bring
you F For Fake, a film from the latter part of his career filmed overseas.

Sam Peckinpah

Stuntmen

Sam Peckinpah’s West: Legacy of a Hollywood Renegade
Sun, March 13 / Playhouse / 3 pm

A Tribute to Motion Picture Stuntmen / Sat, March 12 / 10:45 am
George Fisher, Thomas Dupont, Jason Dumenigo, Hugh Aodh O’Brien, Tanner Gill,
Jeff Wolf, Alan Graf, Hubie Kerns Jr, Carl Ciarfalio in person

W

esterns are an important part of the fabric
and history of American cinema. The TIFF
has made a point to explore this part of
cinematic history each year of the festival. That
tradition is continued this year as we honor
Sam Peckinpah, who envisioned the West
his own way and made that vision come to
life in his films as a director, actor, writer, and
producer.
The vision of the west that he brought
to audiences came from his childhood in
Fresno, California.
Peckinpah’s first feature film, The
Deadly Companion (1961) was borne of his
work on western television series (“Gunsmoke”,
“Broken Arrow”, “The Rifleman”), and featured
the theme of the dying west that would become
his signature. His vision of the West would be
fully on display in his famous film, The Wild Bunch,
released in 1969.
His passion for making works centered
on this theme led him to numerous battles
with producers that added to his legacy as a
Hollywood renegade, dedicated to delivering a
truly artistic and meaningful product.
8

T

hey are the unsung heroes of the action sequence. They are the men and
women that punish their bodies for the sake of a scene. They are motion
picture stuntmen and they have been perfecting their craft for generations
– since the earliest days of cinema.
For the first time, the TIFF is paying tribute to those people that make the
magic of films come to fruition. Outside the film industry these people are far from
household names but their artistry and ability to make the impossible a reality is
that which has captured the fancy of movie-goers for years.

For the 2005 TIFF, we have put together a contingent of accomplished
stuntmen to attend this unique program. The program will feature these men
talking about their experiences as stuntmen, and each will be presenting film clips
of stunts they’ve performed and giving the audience an insider’s view of what
takes place during these stunts, including how they stay relatively safe amid so
much danger.

It’s all about Marin
Nobody covers Marin
better than the Marin IJ
Subscribe today
1-800- I WANT IJ

(1-800-492-6845)
marinij.com

Official Festival Sponsor

RENTALS, SALES, AND SERVICE FOR ALL YOUR WALKIE NEEDS
800-400-5705
www.walkietalkie.com

Sam’s Anchor Cafe
Sponsor of the 2005 TIFF Closing Party
Celebrates
the Tiburon International Film Festival
Come join us before and after your movie!
27 Main, Tiburon – 415.435.4527 – www.samscafe.com
©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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After the Day Before

Amelia

American Bellydancer
Northern California Premier

Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 9:20 pm

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 3:50 pm

Saturday, March 12 :: Corinthian :: 8:45 pm
Miles A. Copeland in person

2003 • Canada • 60 min
director Edouard Lock :: starring Dancers of La La
La Human Steps

2004 • US/Indonesia/Spain • 89 min
director Jonathan Brandeis

Edouard Lock uses intricate choreography for both
camera and dancer. Powerful performances by the
dancers of La La La Human Steps, combined with
the delicate sensual lighting of Andre Turpin and a
minimalist environment conceived by Edouard Lock,
create a seamless whole where the camera interacts
in tightly choreographed moves to reveal, blend, and
alter our perception of the dance. The original score
combines evocative minimalism to lyrics from five of Lou
Reed’s most famous works.

A documentary ostensibly about the history, extreme
proliferation, feminism, and misogyny of the ancient
art form known today as bellydancing. But it is also
about tension between America and the Middle East,
the dreams of young girls, the dialectic between art
and politics, and one man’s attempt to reinvent his wellknown turf in a struggling music industry.

screening with We Have Decided Not to Die

screening with Contrapunto

Anathema

August Sun

Behind Enemy Lines

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 3:50 pm

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 7:15 pm

Sunday, March 13 :: Corinthian :: 6:05 pm

2004 • US • 89 min
director Nicholas Robbins :: starring John Kuntz,
Laura Latreille, Frank Ridley, Robert Pemberton,
Lance Norris

2004 • Sri Lanka • 108 min
director Prassana Vithanage :: starring Peter
D’Almeda, Nimmi Harasgama, Namal Jayasinghe,
Mohamed Rahfiulla, Nadi Kammallaweera

2004 • Israel • 64 min
director Dov Gil-Har

Niel is a taciturn, disenfranchised kid from suburbia
given to waking fantasies and bouts of mild narcolepsy.
He has gravitated to the city where he drifts aimlessly until his serendipitous encounter with a young prostitute
named Lily. The strange chemistry between them
sparks a mutual exploration of their dark and dangerous
repressions.

A beautifully made drama about quests for those things
lost in the civil war in Sri Lanka. The film follows three
separate stories during two exciting days in August
1996, when the Sri Lanka national cricket team played
at the World Cup in Lahore, Pakistan, and won the
championship. The match commentaries on radio and
television form a link between the different tales. The
three stories focus more on the journey and search
itself, than on the results of the actions. It is a film about
love and the need to belong.

In the midst of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, two
former friends and present-day enemies embark on a
journey into Intifahda-land, in search of the origins of
the bloodshed. Benny Herness, an Israeli police officer,
and Palestinian journalist Adnan Joulani, spend a week
traveling through places which have become symbols of
the dispute. Each has selected locations to convince the
other of his own truth: Jenin refugee camp, terror ridden
Jerusalem, the disputed Temple Mount, the family of a
suicide bomber, and more.

2004 • Hungary • 119 min
director Attila Janisch :: starring Éva Almási Albert,
Sándor Czecz, Borbála Derzsi, János Derzsi, András
Fekete, Anett Forgács
A stranger on a bicycle is roaming the empty
countryside. He is trying to find a solitary house – his
family inheritance. The locals, suspicious of each other,
and particularly of every stranger that enters their world,
ostracize everybody who dares to defy their unwritten
laws. The peculiar dynamics of this town play out on
the day this stranger arrives as a fifteen-year old girl is
brutally murdered.

screening with Letter from the Top Floor

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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Being 30

Bereft
Northern California Premier

Thursday, March 17 :: Corinthian :: 8:30 pm

Wednesday, March 16 :: Corinthian :: 8 pm

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 7:35 pm

Giovanni Taviani in person

2004 • South Africa • 52 min
director Odette Geldenhuys

2004 • Itlay • 73 min
director Giovanni Taviani :: with Masters of Italian
Cinema: Risi, Monicelli, Bellocchio, Bertolucci, Taviani, Moretti, Virzì, Salvatores, Giordana, and more

2004 • US • 93 min
directors Tim Daly & Clark Mathis :: starring Vinessa
Shaw, Tim Blake Nelson, Edward Herrmann, Marsha
Mason, Tim Daly, Amy Van Nostrand

Elton is a boy of 13 who sings opera in Hermanus, a
small seaside town in the Western Cape province of
South Africa, popular with tourists for whale sightings.
His love of opera music begins after his cousin gives
him a tape by Italian tenor Luciano Pavarotti. His
passion leads Elton to performing solo stints at open-air
festivals, to opening acts for established opera singers
from nearby Cape Town. Elton’s quest to become an
acclaimed opera singer is set against the backdrop of
his life as a young teenager.

A trip through Italian Cinema from the late 1950s to
the present. A young filmmaker meets 5 generations of
directors (Risi, Monicelli, Bellocchio, Bertolucci, Taviani,
Moretti, Virzì, Salvatores, Giordana, to the ultimate
generation: Marra, Mereu, Sorrentino, Pellegrini,
Porporati, Vicari) througout an historical trip. How does it
change, from generation to generation, from film to film,
the feeling of “being thirty,” and the relationship between
different people of the same age and the social context
they are living in?

After her fiancé’s fatal hit-and-run, Molly, an amateur
photographer, refuses to travel by car. Yet in many
other ways she becomes dangerously careless while
grappling with life without love in her once-comforting
Vermont town. Featuring assured performances by
Vinessa Shaw, Tim Blake Nelson, and codirector Daly
(Wings, Diner).

screening with A Beautiful Life

screening with Candy Viola

screening with Vent

Between the Stars

Between 2 Worlds

Big Enough

Northern California Premier
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 9:20 pm

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm

Seyhan Derin in person

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm
Jan Krawitz in person

2004 • Germany/Turkey • 86 min
director Seyhan Derin :: starring Arzu Bazman, Fatih
Alas, Dennis Grabosch, Volker Büdts, Dinah Maria
Helal, Sigo Lorfeo, Lilia Lehner, Nina Juraga

2003 • US • 53 min
director Aaron Weisblatt

2004 • US • 53 min
director Jan Krawitz :: starring Mark and Anu
Trombino, Karia and John Lizzo, Len and Lenette
Sawisch, Sharon and Ron Roskamp

Deniz, a 19-year –old student, meets Umut on vacation
in Turkey. They fall in love, and in an attempt to stay
together, Umut travels to Germany using a falsified
passport. The forgery is discovered and Umut is
arrested. The young pair is united only after he escapes,
but hiding from the authorities proves taxing. Umut
files an application for asylum and is allowed to stay
in Germany for the time being. Their dream of a life
together has to withstand many trials and tribulations
while their young love is sorely tested.

Fredric Arnold, accomplished author, artist, and
entrepreneur was one of two survivors from a group of
14 WWII fighter pilots who flew in North Africa in 1943.
Suffering for years from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder,
he decides to search for the families of those men. This
is his personal story told through interviews, archival
footage and stylized readings from his novel Door Knob
Five Two. The film leads towards a final emotional tribute
to those men, whom he sees as being responsible for
his successful life.

In this intimate portrait, several dwarfs who appeared in
Jan Krawitz’s film Little People welcome the camera into
their lives twenty years later. Through a prism of “then
and now,” Big Enough provides insight into decisions
they’ve made about creating families, raising children,
and dealing with life’s daily challenges.

screening with Full Circle

screening with A Life of Death

screening with 2 + 1
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Blue Horizon

By the Sea

Northern California Premier

Call Waiting
Northern California Premier

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 2:45 pm

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 7 pm

Sunday, March 13 :: Corinthian :: 4 pm

Elena Aaron in person

Jodi Binstock in person

2004 • Australia • 96 min
director Jack McCoy :: starring Andy Irons, Dave
Rastovich

2004 • US • 94 min
director Dean Barnes :: starring Elena Aaron, Robert
Pemberton, Christopher Rivaro

2004 • US • 87 min
director Jodi Binstock :: starring Caroline Aaron

What do you get when you mix one of the world’s best
competitive surfers with one of the world’s best free
surfers? World # 1 Professional Surfer, Andy Irons, and
well known “soul surfer” Dave “Rasta” Rastovich star in
veteran surf-filmmaker Jack McCoy’s latest and most
ambitious production, as the film takes the viewer to new
surf territory in exotic locations around the world, while
exploring the history of surfing and the unique dichotomy
of surf styles presented by the film’s two stars.

The beautiful Cuban-born, but New York raised pastry
chef, loses her job, home and love in one fell swoop,
so she finds kitchen work at a turn of the century ocean
front hotel. There she meets the ghost of her grandfather
and a new destiny.

The compelling, moving, and very funny story of two
women navigating the straits of mid-life and both finally
coming into their own. Though the two women never
meet, their lives impact each other profoundly.

screening with Pleasue Pill

Chosen

Childhood Friends

Clipping Adam

US Premier
Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 9:30 pm

Saturday, March 12 :: Corinthian :: 11:20 am

2004 • Argentina • 110 min
director Mariano Argento

2003 • Finland • 68 min
director Alexis Kouros

2004 • US • 90 min
director Michael A. Picchiottino :: starring Chris Eigeman, Louise Fletcher, Robert Pine, Bryan Burke,
Evan Peters

A story of love and revenge between old friends. Jorge
Roni cares about those he loves; Carlos and Roberto,
who are two of his childhood friends, are among them.
Roberto is in jail. Carlos’ life is threatened unless he
pays a considerable amount of money to his creditors.
In an attempt to help both of his friends, Jorge ends up
risking his own life.

A number of Afghan families are nervously waiting in the
yard of the UNHCR offices in Tehran. They all have one
thing in common: they all want to go to Finland, though
they confess that they know nothing about the country.
Finnish authorities have arrived in Tehran to interview
the candidates. Khaled, a 12-year-old Afghan boy, and
his family are among those pre-selected by UNHCR for
an interview. Together they are like birds in a cage. If one
of them escapes, then the others may also be set free.
But will the cage door open for Khaled and his family?

Set in a small, Southern California beach town, the film
celebrates the resiliency of the human spirit and attests
to the notion that with the help of family and friends, you
can always find your way back home. Despite what
he says, Adam Sheppard is not “fine.” The summer
before freshman year of high school should be a time
full of possibilities, but 13-year-old Adam struggles with
everyday teenage growing pains, the very real threat of
high school hazing – and the tragic loss of immediate
family members.

screening with I Can’t, I Live in Cuba!

screening with Shadi in the Beautiful Well

Saturday, March 12 :: Corinthian :: 3:50 pm
Mariano Argento in person

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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A Clockwork Orange

Cowgirl

Cuba: Island of Music

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 8:30 pm

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 4:50 pm

Wednesday, March 16 :: Corinthian :: 6 pm

1971 • UK • 137 min
director Stanley Kubrick :: starring Malcolm McDowell, Warren Clarke, Patrick Magee, James Marcus,
Anthony Sharp

2004 • Germany • 84 min
director Mark Schlichter :: starring Alexandra Maria
Lara, Wotan Wilke Möhring, Peter Lohmeyer, Gottfried
John, Matthias Klimsa, Laura Schuhrk, Ralf Richter

2003 • Cuba/US • 80 min
director Gary Keys :: starring Orquesta Aragon, Los
Zafiros, and Manolin el Medico de la Salsa

In a futuristic Britain, a gang of teenagers go on the
rampage every night, beating and raping helpless
victims. After one of the boys (Malcolm McDowell)
quells an uprising in the gang, they knock him out
and leave him for the police to find. He agrees to try
“aversion therapy” to shorten his jail sentence. When he
is eventually let out, he hates violence, but the rest of his
gang members are still after him.

Dreamy Paula and her husband Edgar, an insurance
salesman, lead a dull middle-class life in Struvensiel,
a fictitious suburb of Hamburg. Paula runs into her
childhood sweetheart Max at their 10-year class reunion.
In order to save him from Hamburg’s underworld she
turns, to her own surprise, from a plain country bumpkin
into a tough lady.

Just when you thought there was all to know about
Cuba through film documentaries about Fidel Castro
and the acclaimed film The Buena Vista Social Club,
there’s more to come. A documentary about the ordinary
people of Cuba who, in their homes, on the streets, in
their schools, and, most of all, in their hearts, have
delivered to the world one of the greatest musical
creations of modern times. Featured in the film are
renowned artists such as Orquesta Aragon, Los Zafiros,
and many others

Malcolm McDowell in person

No passes accepted for this film.
screening with Aroma

Cuba Libre

Dame La Mano

Darkness Bride

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 7 pm

Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 5 pm

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 5:30 pm

2004 • Cuba/US • 115 min
director Heddy Honigmann

2004 • Hong Kong/Taiwan • 104 min
director William Kwok :: starring D William Kwok
Wai–lun, P William Kwok Wai-lun, Peggy Chiao S
William Kwok Wai-lun, Wang Wing

Every Sunday night, a restaurant in New Jersey is
transformed into “La Esquina Habanera,” where exiled
Cubans gather to dance to the most sensual of all dance
music, the rumba. The film’s characters tell their tales
of exile and describe the rumba as providing them with
their zest for life.

The story of a love triangle between Sissy, an autistic
lad, Qing Hua, his child bride, and Chun Sheng, their
orphaned friend. The illicit affair between Qing Hua and
Chun Sheng is exposed, and they loot a place where a
virgin had been forced to leap to her death to defend her
chastity. Their lives become haunted by the virgin’s spirit
and Qing Hua and Chun Sheng escape to a city where
they re-unite with Sissy, who has befriended a look-alike
of the virgin. Qing Hua vows to defend herself and her
men against the approaching nemesis.

Juan Gerard in person

2003 • Domincan Republic • 109 min
director Juan Gerard :: starring Harvey Keitel, Diana
Bracho, Iben Hjejle, Gael García Bernal, Andhy
Mendez
In the town of Holguin, a boy at the local cinema watches
the Doris Day melodrama Julia when the screen goes
black as the film reaches the cliffhanger. Castro’s rebels
have destroyed the power plant. It stays dark for months
as Hollywood gloss and the magic of childhood gives
way to the sweat, blood and tears of a land in turmoil.
His father leaves the island, a revolutionary squares off
against the police, and the boy’s shady grandpapa, Che
(Harvey Keitel), tries to fix deals and protect the family
like always.
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Dead Heat in the Shrubs

Deadlines

Death in Gaza

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 7:50 pm

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 7:15 pm

Wednesday, March 16 :: Corinthian :: 4:15 pm

Ludi Boeken & Michael Allen Lerner in person

2003 • Iran • 71 min
director Esmael Barari :: starring Leila Booshehri,
Abolfazl Ghorbani, Asieh Kalani, and featuring the
local people

2004 • UK • 104 min
directors Ludi Boeken & Michael Allen Lerner :: starring Stephen Moyer, Anne Arillaud, Omoid Djalili,
Georges Siatidis

2004 • US • 80 min
directors James Miller & Saira Shah

This is not supposed to be a story-telling movie. One day,
a teenage boy happens to witness a woman dumping a
dead body down a well near his village on the outskirts
of the desert. Noticing his presence, the murderess
decides to kill him, starting a deadly marathon, as the
boy desperately tries to escape.

A harrowing, sometimes darkly comic thriller set in
Beirut in 1983, the film tells the story of a rookie war
correspondent who gets in way over his head. The
movie brilliantly captures the uncertainty and complexity
of both the war and its reporting. Set against America’s
involvement in Lebanon, it is not only a suspenseful
thriller, but also shines a spotlight on the challenges
faced by reporters covering wars and offers an eerie
insight into the current conflict in Iraq.

In May 2003, while making Death In Gaza, renowned
filmmaker James Miller was shot dead by an Israeli
soldier. Miller was killed barely halfway through filming.
Shah and her team decided the material Miller had shot
was too powerful for the film to be abandoned and they
set about piecing together the stories Miller’s camera
had captured. The result is an astonishing portrait of a
world in which children are taught death is the greatest
glory of all, and the tale of how a filmmaker fell victim to
the conflict he was covering.

The Dreams of Sparrows

The Dress

screening with 53

A Dog’s Life: A Dogamentary
Northern California Premier

World Premier
Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 12:55 pm

Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 9:15 pm

2003 • US • 52 min
director Gayle Kirschenbaum

2005 • Iraq • 57 min
director Hayder Mousa Daffar

2003 • Brazil • 116 min
director Paulo Thiago :: starring Gabriela Duarte, Ana
Beatriz Walnut, Leonardo Vieira, Daniel Dantas

A wacky and poignant documentary about the positive
effects of the intense bond between dogs and humans,
as told through the story of Gayle Kirschenbaum and
her dog Chelsea. Emmy®-winning television producer
Gayle Kirschenbaum and her rescued Shih Tzu enjoy
the comic adventures of seeking stardom for Chelsea
– and a husband for Gayle. It’s a story of how one very
special dog improved the lives of people all around her.
It’s a story of seeking stardom – and finding it in the least
expected places.

The film follows the Iraqi filmmaker Hayder Mousa Daffar
and his team of contributing directors as they share their
vision of life in Baghdad, post war and pre reconstruction.
It is his attempt to reconcile the conflicting points of view
among Iraqis regarding the war, Saddam Hussein, and
the occupation; the process of which ultimately changes
him and his crew irrevocably.

Two girls discover an old, beautiful, fitted dress hanging
on a nail in the attic of the house. They wonder how
it came to be there, and remember having seen their
mother holding the dress in her hands and crying.
They embark on a veritable investigation, not only
of the dress, but also of the reason behind the extra
plate always placed on the table at mealtime, feeding
the hope that their father, absent several years now,
will return. The dress is essential to the plot, marking
decisive moments in the lives of the two women.

screening with Garpenfargle • Chicken Party

screening with Utopia

Sunday, March 13 :: Corinthian :: 1:50 pm
Gayle Kirschenbaum in person

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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Drifters

Duel

Evilenko

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 5 pm

Saturday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 8:45 pm

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 7 pm

Ahmad Reza Darvish & Parviz Parastoi in person

David Grieco and Malcolm McDowell in person

2004 • Taiwan • 120 min
director Wang Xiaoshuai :: starring Duan Long, Shu
Yan, Wang Zhilang, Zhao Yiwei

2004 • Iran • 137 min
director Ahmad Reza Darvish :: starring Saeed Rad,
Hedyeh Tehrani, Parviz Parastoi, Pezhman Bazeghi,
Parivash Nazarieh, Anoushirvan Arjmand

2004 • Italy/Russia • 112 min
director David Grieco :: starring Malcolm McDowell,
Marton Csokas, Frances Barber, Ronald Pickup,
Vernon Dobcheff, John Benfield

Er Di is the town “celebrity” only for the underwhelming
feat of having been a stowaway, who once managed to
live abroad for a number of years before being caught
and repatriated. Back in his hometown he spends his
days as a slacker, busy doing nothing. He develops a
romance with an opera singer, but neither of them sees
great things from the relationship. Er Di’s life is shaken
by the appearance of a child he fathered while abroad.

The story goes back to the first years of the Iran-Iraq
war. Zeinal is accused of betraying his country when
he is freed at 40, after 20 years as a POW in Iraq.
He was captured by the Iraqis at the start of the war
when he and other locals resisted against the Iraqis as
they rushed the Southern border. As he returns home,
Eskandar and his companions ask Zeinal to stop a
conspiracy planned by the Iraqis. They must get back a
package of classified documents stashed in a safe-box
on a train behind the Iraqi frontline.

To tell the suspenseful tale about Russian serial killer
A. R. Cikatilo, Italian actor/writer/director Grieco has
adapted his own well-known book, weaving the story
of Evilenko (hypnotically played by Malcolm McDowell)
with that of the detective assigned to catch him. Grieco
incorporates issues of sanity, capital punishment, and
the divided nature of Russian society into the narrative.
Adding to this compelling drama is the haunting score by
David Lynch collaborator, Angelo Badalamenti.

F For Fake

Fern Hill

Finding Home

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm

Sunday, March 13 :: Corinthian :: 11:30 am

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 6:30 pm

Gary Graver and Joseph McBride in person

Cole Claassen in person

Lawrence David Foldes & Victoria Paige Meyerink in person

1973 • Iran/France/Germany • 85 min
director Orson Welles :: starring Orson Welles,
Joseph Cotten, Oja Kodar, Laurence Harvey, Paul
Stewart, Clifford irving
A quintessentially Wellesian meditation on illusionism in
all its forms. Portraits of art forger, Elmyr de Hory, and
Clifford Irving, forger of an autobiography by Howard
Hughes, intermingle with Welles’s own reflections on
artistic originality and authenticity to produce a dazzling,
dizzying film essay on that ultimate imitation of life - the
cinema. “If something is beautiful and inspires joy or
awe, is it not ‘real’ regardless of who created it?”

2005 • US • 90 min
director Cole Claassen

2004 • US • 124 min
director Lawrence David Foldes :: starring Genevieve
Bujold, Lisa Brenner, Louise Fletcher, Justin Henry,
Jeannetta Amette, Jason Miller

A coming of age story about four 13 year-old boys
on a weekend in 1987 in the mountains of Colorado
searching for a wrecked plane and a lost father. Colin
needed to find an answer, and friends are friends for
these reasons.

The compelling story of a young woman’s struggle to
reclaim her life and love as she unravels the mysteries of
her family’s turbulent past. Shot on spectacular locations
on a remote island off the coast of Northern Maine.

screening with 7:30 am

screening with Seven’s Eleven
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Freedom from Despair

Girls from Ipanema

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 4:20 pm

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 6 pm

Bernadine Mellis in person

Brenda Brkusic in person

2004 • US • 54 min
director Bernadine Mellis

2004 • US/Croatia • 96 min
director Brenda Brkusic :: starring John Savage, Michael York, Beata Pozniak

The film follows the bombing and arrest of Earth
First! activist and union organizer Judi Bari, and her
subsequent civil suit against the FBI. At the heart of the
film, made by the daughter of Bari’s lawyer, is Bari, a folk
hero with an electrifying on-screen presence, and the
legal battle against law enforcement that few believed
she could win.

A documentary that explores the untold history of
Communist Yugoslavia through first hand interviews,
stock footage, news reels and narrative recreations
shot in the US and Croatia. It portrays the journey of
Kruno Brkusic, who as a young man risked his life to flee
from a regime that punished independent thought and
suppressed Croatian culture through state-sanctioned
terror, imprisonment and exile. In 1957, after escaping
on foot to Italy, he is given a chance to live in the US and
his dream of witnessing the free world is realized.

2004 • Brazil/Australia • 90 min
director Wendy Dent :: starring Helo Pinheiro, Hada
Luz Angel, Renata Ovalle Saboya, Lisiane Da Silva,
Marcela Coimbra
From robbery and drug trafficking in Rio de Janeiro’s
shantytowns to sun, surf, sex, and samba – and those
risque Rio bikinis – on Brazil’s most famous beach. An
unabashed celebration of Brazilian music, beach fashion
and the unrelenting rhythm of life – with rich living next
to poor. It is also adventurous in its style; juxtaposing
images of the beauty of Brazil together with a frank
study of its social inequality, and is richly edited with
some of the best new Brazilian music and the hottest
new fashions on the catwalk and the beach.

Goodbye Hungaria

Habanece

The Forest for the Trees
West Coast Premier

screening with Agricultural Report

Good Morning Jerusalem

US Premier
Tuesday, March 14 :: Corinthian :: 4:25 pm

Tuesday, March 14 :: Corinthian :: 4:25 pm

Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:10 pm

2004 • Palestine • 52 min
director Suha Arraf

2004 • Hungary/US • 56 min
director Jon Nealon

2004 • Cuba/Spain • 90 min
director Jorge Nebra :: starring Jorge Perugorría,
Alina Rodríguez, Ulik Anello, Rubén Breñas, Irma
Ramos

Sha’ban Nassar, a young Jerusalemite, juggles daily
problems of economic subsistence, family pressures
and his aspirations to become a singer. Through his
personal story we get a glimpse of his city’s struggle
for survival in the face of attempts to erase the Arab
identity.

Both political tale and love story, Goodbye Hungaria is
set in a refugee camp in Hungary. This documentary
chronicles the lives of a Palestinian refugee and an
American volunteer. They both struggle to make
life better in a camp caught in the bureaucracy of
international politics and, in the process, fall in love.

Habanece uses the current Cuban situation as the
perfect excuse to illustrate the best of the human race.
That is: our capacity to love and to forgive. The film
deals with man’s ultimate desire to discover who he
is and what his purpose is from the perspective of a
Cuban point of view. The Cuban view of life is presented
through its culture and the film stays away from involving
the politics that surround Cuba.

screening with Goodbye Hungaria

screening with Good Morning Jerusalem

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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Happy Hour

Headrush

Her Majesty

Thursday, March 10 :: Playhouse :: 7 pm
Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 9:20 pm

Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 7:20 pm

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 2:40 pm

2004 • Ireland/Netherlands/UK • 82 min
director Shimmy Marcus :: starring Wuzza Conlon,
Gavin Kelty, Laura Pyper, Steven Berkoff, Tom
Hickey, Huey Morgan

2004 • New Zealand • 100 min
director Mark J. Gordon :: starring Sally Andrews,
Liddy Holloway, Vicky Haughton, Mark Clare, Craig
Elliot, Alison Routledge
A coming of age story set in 1953 about a young
girl whose idol, Queen Elizabeth, comes to visit her
small hometown. Elizabeth finds herself in an unlikely
friendship with an old Maori woman, whose house
(already a sore spot within the town) is directly on
the Queen’s parade route. Elizabeth’s true character
is tested when she must choose between meeting
the Queen, and her loyalty to Hira, whose defiant
insistence on defending her home teaches Elizabeth the
importance of standing up for what she believes in.

Mike Bencivenga, Caroleen Feeney, and others in person

2004 • US • 93 min
director Mike Bencivenga :: starring Anthony LaPaglia, Eric Stoltz, Caroleen Feeney, Robert Vaughn
Once a brilliant and promising literary star, Tulley
now bides his time as an advertising copy editor.
With his best friend Levine, Tulley parties and drinks
away his nights on the glittering island of Manhattan.
At happy hour one evening, Tulley meets Natalie, a
strong-willed schoolteacher. With his life at a turning
point, Tulley becomes obsessed with completing his
final novel and gives up his usual bar-hopping. His
budding relationship with Natalie is threatened by his
increasingly cantankerous behavior.

A crazy caper crime comedy about two youths,
struggling through a haze of dope, who hope to solve all
their problems by smuggling a consignment of drugs for
a local underworld gangster. Set against the alienating
backdrop of Dublin’s Celtic Tiger economy, Headrush is
an original take on the caper genre with hysterical twists,
turns, and madcap adventures.

No passes accepted for this film on March 10.

screening with The Carpenter and His Clumsy Wife

Here/Tu

Hidden Truths

Hot Chocolate

West Coast Premier
Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 5:15 pm

Tueaday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 5:35 pm

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 12:50 pm

Rossana Lacayo in person

2004 • Croatia • 90 min
director Zorinko Ogresta

2004 • Nicaragua/Netherlands • 51 min
director Rossana Lacayo

2004 • US • 55 min
director Spike Jonze, Ty Evans, Cory Weincheque

The storyline emerges from contemporary life in Croatia,
something suggested by the film’s title. Through the use
of interlaced slices of life, a panoramic view of the lives
of the characters becomes apparent. Several seemingly
random stories are told, but as the film moves forward,
they begin to intertwine. The characters are a collection
of people on the margins of society (a retiree, a junkie,
an ex-soldier), whose futures are in doubt, creating the
atmosphere of the gloomy reality in which these people
carry on their lives.

This documentary chronicles the problem of prostitution
in Nicaragua. Through interviews with the women who
have taken to this profession, we get to know the harsh
reality they live every day. Prostitution is considered the
world’s oldest profession, and it’s appeal in developing
nations is strong as ever, given the extreme poverty
that many in these countries face. Prostitution is illegal
in Nicaragua, but none of the governments that have
been in place in the country have ever made any effort
to stop it.

In August of 2003, the Chocolate Skateboard team left
Torrance, California for a nationwide tour. For one month
they lived out of duffle bags and two Ford vans. The
mission was to do demos, incur life as it came, and to
skate as much as physically possible. This documentary
depicts life on the road for a professional skateboarder,
and embodies what it is to be part of a tight knit team.

screening with Feetsteps

screening with Epitaph

screening with Somewhere Anywhere Everywhere
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Imagining Argentina

I Love Cinema

In Darkest Hollywood:
Cinema & Apartheid

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm
Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 5:40 pm

Monday, March 14 :: Corinthian :: 5:45 pm

Ossama Fawzi in person

2004 • Egypt • 125 min
director Ossama Fawzi :: starring Laila Elwi, Mahmoud Hemeida, Mena Shalaby, Aida Abd El Aziz,
Youssef Osman, Zaki Abd El Wehab, Edward Fouad

2003 • Spain • 90 min
director Christopher Hampton :: starring Antonio
Banderas, Emma Thompson, Ruben Blades, Maria
Canals, Claire Bloom

1994 • US/Canada • 112 min
directors Daniel Riesenfeld & Peter Davis

In a world that does not appreciate art, Naeem, a 7-yearold boy, mocks authority figures, either at school or at
home. His father’s rejection of cinema kills his dream
of working in the industry. However, his mother, a head
master who previously was an art teacher who struggled
with her decision to leave her art behind for a more
financially stable career, decides to support her son. For
this reason, she decides to return to her art, and stands
beside her son in opposition to her husband.

Buenos Aires is haunted by the ongoing disappearances
of individuals who dare to take a stand against the
dictatorship. Carlos Rueda returns home to find his wife,
Cecilia, has been taken away for writing a controversial
article in the paper. Carlos discovers that he can look
into faces and see the fate of those they love. People
flock to him for news of those who have disappeared,
but he cannot see where Cecilia is. Carlos searches
for his wife, but is always one step behind. Meanwhile,
Cecilia is planning her own dangerous escape.

The film deals with three main issues of cinema and
apartheid: the impact of Hollywood films in South Africa,
the depiction of South Africa in Hollywood films, and
finally, the emergence of an indigenous film industry in
South Africa. The filmmakers frame this history of film
in South Africa within the history of national liberation,
drawing from it the conclusion that South Africans must
recover their voice in the cinema. The film is steeped in
people who love making and watching films.

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 5 pm

screening with Heaven

screening with Who’s ‘We’ Paleface?

Island

Journey to Jerusalem

Journeyings and Conversations

Sunday, March 13 :: Corinthian :: 8 pm

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:15 pm

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 5:20 pm

2003 • Italy • 103 min
director Costanza Quatriglio

2004 • Bulgaria/Germany • 112 min
director Ivan Nichev :: starring Eleiui I’etrova, Alexander Morfov, Vasil VasHev-Xueka, Michael Lade,
Georgy Georgiev, Simona Staykov

2003 • India • 88 min
director Arvind Sinha

The story of Turi and Teresa, children of a fisherman
on a small Sicilian island, unfolds during 12 months.
The approaching adolescence of the brother and
sister intermingle with the life on the island: the work,
tiredness, the rituals, and the habits. Through the
troubles, emotions, budding love, conflicts and the
passage of the seasons, the brother and sister advance
towards the inevitable upheavals that must take place
in their lives.

The film is told through the eyes of two children who take
up with a group of traveling players while on the run from
Hitler. Vivacious and original in its composition, the film
was submitted by Bulgaria for an Oscar® award. There
is enough wit and universal appeal in this work to merit
widespread acceptance by audiences the world over.

Rich in colourful images of humanity, this lyrical, vital
film observes the seething mass that passes through
and resides in one of the world’s busiest train stations
in Calcutta. Interwoven with sacred rituals and the
transformation of the dirty River Ganges into a holy
shrine, are aimless commuters, acrobatic children,
nameless but patient faces and bodies, militant strikers,
hawkers and beggars, and a mad woman. Set to the
train’s schedules, with music of the tannoy, everyday
drama and character sketches unfold amid the chaos.

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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Last Goodbye

Learning to Lie

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 1:30 pm

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 4:40 pm

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 6:40 pm

2004 • Germany • 70 min
director Lilo Mangelsdorff

2004 • US • 90 min
director Jacob Gentry :: starring David Carradine,
Faye Dunaway, Christopher Rydell, Clementine
Ford

A documentary about people who are retired from
business life and now find a new field of activity for
which normally, people over 35 are much too old. As
a new resource, their experience of life is brought
into play. This gives the performance its own unique
character.

A mosaic of young people struggling to make an
emotional connection. A hot summer day in Atlanta is
the backdrop for the interweaving lives of a famous
TV actress, a rock band, a lonely nobody, a young
girl and her father. As the day unfolds a delusional
bible salesman and a pretentious film director become
guides in revealing the true nature of the interconnected
relationships of these incredibly divergent characters.

2004 • Germany • 97 min
director Hendrik Handloegten :: starring Fabian
Busch, Susanne Bormann, Birgit Minichmayr, Fritzi
Haberlandt, Florian Lukas, Sophie Rois
Helmut is a shy, awkward kid, and a bit naïve when it
comes to girls. When Britta, the most gorgeous girl in
his high-school class, finally notices him one day, he
falls for her hard. Then she suddenly announces that
she is moving to America to live with her father, and he
is devastated. After months of writing letters to her, he
finally accepts that she’ll never reply – but deep inside
his heart he is unwilling to let her go. Years later, Helmut
stumbles from one failed love affair into the next.

screening with Goodbye Antonia

screening with the first movie goes here • the second
movie goes here

screening with My Big Idea

The Limit

A Lion’s Trail

Little Kings

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 9:15 pm

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 12:45 pm

Thursday, March 17 :: Corinthian :: 6:30 pm

2003 • US • 83 min
director Lewin Webb :: starring Lauren Becall, Claire
Forlani, Henry Czerny, Pete Postlethwaite

2002 • South Africa • 55 min
director Francois Verster

2003 • US • 99 min
director Marylou Tibaldo-Bongiorno :: starring Dominic Pace, Rita Pietropinto, Johnny Giacalone, Mark
Giordano

May Markham is an elderly woman, living alone and
struggling to maintain her independence. When her
eccentric next door neighbor, Denny, is found murdered
with a bullet in his skull, May’s predictable day-to-day
existence is shattered. The murder triggers a visit from
Monica, a supposed friend of Denny’s, who lulls May
under the false pretense of friendship. Monica’s real
intentions slowly emerge. She is a corrupt drug agent;
girlfriend of crime boss Gale Carmody with whom Denny
is affiliated; and was having an affair with Denny.

A Lion’s Trail tells the story of the song Mbube,
which evolved into the universally popular “The Lion
Sleeps Tonight”. The film is both a vibrant and joyous
celebration of the timeless power of this song as well as
a strong indictment of still-present injustices within the
international recording industry.

A dark romantic comedy that follows the story of
three Italian-American brothers and their complex
relationships with the women in their lives.

screening with A Brief Story of How a Man and a
Woman Fell in Love

screening with Short Program #5: Music

Ladies and Gentlemen Over 65
Northern California Premier
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Little Men

Love In Concrete

Man With an Opera House in
His Living Room

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 9:25 pm

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 5:25 pm

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 3:20 pm

2003 • Kazakhstan/France • 90 min
director Nariman Turebayev :: starring Erjan Bekmuratov, Oleg Kerimov, Lyazat Dautova, Mira Abdulina,
Serik Nurebekov

2003 • Venzuela/France/Germany • 99 min
director Franco De Pena

2003 • UK • 60 min
director Mira Erdevicki

Little Men is about two sympathetic losers with good
looks, about groovy tunes, and dry slapstick humour.
This subtle comedy, by a young director, about the
post Soviet generation in Kazakhstan, will warm many
a festival heart. The film employs sparse dialogue, and
focuses on the eloquent minor visual details that reveal
such a great deal about the hidden feelings of the two
boys, and about everyday life in the most important
city in Kazakhstan, where financial prospects are not
particularly hopeful.

The tale of three love stories and one desperate attempt
at revolution. Carlos thinks he knows the secrets of love,
though he has a crush on Carmen but hasn’t known
how to approach her; Claudia’s thinking about leaving
her husband after 10 years but doesn’t know how; Héctor promises his girlfriend a better life because he’s not
going to be a nobody all his life; Tony’s father thinks he’s
gay and good for nothing and throws him out, and he
meets Clemencia, a transvestite, who shows him how to
be a man. They will all change their lives for love.

A retired music teacher is determined to realize his
dreams of staging a Mozart opera in the English
countryside. He will not let parking regulations or the
size of his house get in the way.

Northern California Premier

screening with The Wallet

screening with Lift

Maria
Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 7:20 pm

Marry Me: Stories From the
San Francisco Weddings

Memo

Northern California Premier

Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 9:25 pm

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 7:25 pm
Eli Brown in person

2003 • Romania/France/Germany • 97 min
director Peter Calin Netzer :: starring Diana Dumbrava, Serban Ionescu, Horatiu Malaele, Luminita Gheorghiu, Ana Ularu, Ionut Brutaru, Eduard Paliu

2004 • US • 58 min
director Eli Brown

Maria is based on the true story of a working-class
Romanian woman, Maria Tiranesi, struggling to make
the transition to a market economy. Maria is a pregnant
mother of six with an abusive, alcoholic husband. After
he gets arrested and skips town, she is left alone with
nowhere to go. Refusing an offer of a lot of money for
her newborn child, Maria eventually turns to prostitution.
After she tells her story to a local TV channel, the mayor
gives her a job and an apartment as part of a publicity
stunt.

Marry Me: Stories from the San Francisco Weddings
reveals the emotional tale behind four gay couples who
married in San Francisco in 2004, as told in their own
words. The relationships, emotions of marrying, and
love stories of these couples come alive in this snapshot
of a historic moment.

screening with Princess Castle

screening with Shift

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

2004 • Serbia & Montenegro • 86 min
director Miloš Jovanovi :: starring Nemanja Jovanovic, Radoje Cupic, Aleksandar Gajin, Aleksandra
Pleskonjic-Ilic, Boris Isakovic, Lidija Stevanovic
The film is a nightmarish memory that a boy, Benja Kon,
has of his childhood and the tragedy that befell his family.
The story is set in Pannonia (a plain in Middle Europe)
during the 20th century. Benja’s youth is overshadowed
by wars, the Holocaust, armies, and prison camps. Left
alone, without a father who had gone missing in the
prison camp, and mother, who had gone mad, Benja
fulfills his father’s vow to keep a record of crimes – and
makes a film about his own childhood, which would earn
him a trip to see the president.
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Mix

Mother Cuba
US Premier

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 7:20 pm

Wenesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 9:40 pm

Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 5:30 pm

2003 • France • 90 min
director Emilie Deleuze :: starring Mathieu Demy,
Aure Atika, Patrick Catalifo

2004 • Hungary • 97 min
director Steven Lovy :: starring Alex Weed, Jeffrey
Schecter , Dorka Gryllus, János Kulka, Péter Rudolf,
Krisztián Kolovratnik

2004 • Cuba • 98 min
director Salomon Shang

Luigi, a horse trainer in provincial France, is in grave
danger. With none of his fold performing up to par, and in
debt to an unscrupulous Belgian breeder, he embarks on
a desperate plan. He buys a horse, Mister V., planning
an ‘accident’ in order to claim the insurance money.
Luigi soon witnesses the horse’s awesome potential as
a world-class jumper. Unstable and volatile, Mister V. is
unwilling to adhere to his strict training regime. With the
Belgian on Luigi for his cut of the scam, he must make
some tough decisions amid the threat disaster.

A fast-paced drama weaving together a story of love,
family secrets, and porn, the film is also accented by
a deep-house/worldbeat/ambient soundtrack. Caught
between a controlling father and the seductive streets
of Budapest, a young American DJ grows up quickly in
the face of danger, music, a dark family secret, and the
girl of his dreams.

The film depicts life in a society built on constructs
different from Europeans. Cuba fascinates observers
as even the smallest daily task can be difficlut to
accomplish. The story portrays 24 hours in the life of
a 30-year-old photographer, who has never received
recognition, showing her daily routine in Havana.
Throughout the film we can see that nothing is as easy
as it might seem; that privation leads to impotence
and, in the case of our protagonist, the feeling of being
trapped and longing for freedom.

screening with Prudence • A Man Without a Head

screening with Career Suicide

Moving Malcolm

Naked World

Nemaproblema
West Coast Premier

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 7:50 pm

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 6:30 pm

Arlene Donnelly Nelson in person

2003 • Canada • 83 min
director Benjamin Ratner :: starring Elizabeth Berkley, John Neville, Benjamin Ratner

2004 • US • 77 min
director Arlene Donnelly Nelson :: artist Spencer
Tunick

2004 • Italy/Bosnia & Herzegovina • 85 min
director Giancarlo Bocchi :: starring Zan Marolt, Labina Mitevska, Vincent Riotta, Fabrizio Rongione

A lonely, unpublished writer’s life takes an unexpected
turn when his flighty ex-fiance arrives on his doorstep
asking him to help move her father Malcolm. Seeing this
as an opportunity to capture her elusive love, he agrees,
despite the protests of his embarrassingly eccentric
family and friends.

Arlene Donnelly Nelson’s follow-up documentary on
Spencer Tunick follows the contemporary artist as
he invites thousands of people of all races, shapes
and sizes out of their clothes and into the streets for
art’s sake. His latest project is a global odyssey to
photograph nudes on all seven continents.

A war correspondent ventures into a territory where
many factions are at war. He is accompanied by a
translator, an idealistic, young female journalist, and
a local girl trying to locate missng relatives. He has
struggled to uncover the story of a commander rumored
to be responsible for the disappearance of an envoy of
refugees. To enhance his reputation he invents stories,
but these manipulations of the truth will ultimately be his
undoing as his companions learn of his methods and he
must manage those now-strained relationships.

screening with Nobody’s Perfect
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Never Been Done

9 Souls

No. 17
West Coast Premier

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 5:20 pm

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 9:30 pm

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 9:25 pm

2004 • Japan • 120 min
director Toyoda Toshiaki :: starring Yoshio Harada,
Ryuhei Matsuda, Koji Chihara, Onimaru, Itsuji Tiao,
Kee
A convict in an isolated prison stumbles upon a hole in
the floor, and nine men break out. Some of the escapees
have a purpose, but for the others it’s just a spur of the
moment decision. Each man brings with him the difficult
memories of what brought him to that prison. They steal
a van and head for a school to get some hidden loot, but
the money has disappeared and in its place all they find
is a small glass key in a time capsule. The journey allows
for reflection on their pre-prison lives, and gives them
the chance to make decisions about the future.

2003 • Israel • 76 min
director A.I. “MIG” MacFarland

Matt Powers in person

2004 • US • 62 min
director Matt Powers :: starring Jon Comer, Tony
Hawk, Steve Caballero, Mike Vallely
Never Been Done is a documentary about the life and
times of the 1st professional skateboarder to have one
leg. Jon Comer is one of today’s most influential athletes
in the world. Jon was hit by a car at age 4, and in turn
had his right foot amputated at age 7. Despite that,
Jon has made it to the professional level in the sport
of skateboarding, a sport where feet are extremely
important. This film is about Jon’s amazing story of
triumph over tragedy, and will inspire skateboarders and
non-skateboarders alike.
screening with Pororoca: Surfing the Amazon

In June 2002, a bus on its way to Tiberius from Tel Aviv
was bombed. 17 people were killed, 16 were identified.
No. 17 wasn’t. He was buried a few weeks later
– anonymous. The police stopped searching, believing
that he must have been a foreign worker. The film
documents in real time the search for the identity of a
man. The film takes the form of an investigation, but also
pursues the stories of several people who were affected
directly or indirectly by this bombing, creating a portrait
of a society living under the shadow of death.
screening with 200 Dirhams

Nothing

Ocean Front Property

On The Sunnyside

Northern California Premier
Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm

Saturday, March 12 :: Corinthian :: 6:20 pm

Stefan Sarazin in person

Joe Scott in person

2004 • Germany • 86 min
director Stefan Sarazin :: starring Daniel Olbrychski,
Ken Duken, Marie Zielcke, Axel Neumann

2004 • US • 90 min
director Joe Scott

2003 • Slovenia • 92 min
director Miha Hocevar :: starring Filip Duric, Sasa
Tabakovic, Milena Zupancic, Mustafa Nadarevic,
Sabina Kocovsek, Masa Kavcic

The sleepy former East-German border town has
changed little since Germany’s reunification. Jim and
Elise are in love; beyond that, they’re bored. Plagued
by guilt and longing for death after he accidentally kills
a friend with his car, Jim finds a new will to live through
a stranger’s interest and sympathy. He moves in with
the stranger who’s rented a house in town. When his
girlfriend is also drawn into the stranger’s orbit, the
delicate balance of their relationship is about to be
tragically upset.

Rick Noonson spends a week at a beach house to confront his past, but when his ex-fiance arrives, he finds
that his past is confronting him.

Ado and Sunny, two brothers, are going to spend the
summer in Slovenia – like every year – as their uncle
is living there. Ado, the older one, is an irresponsible
twenty-year-old, and Sunny is becoming a teenager. For
him, this summer holiday will be very special.

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 12:50 pm
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Pablo Neruda Presente!

Paradise

Peace One Day

Tuesday, March 15 :: Corinthian :: 6:30 pm

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:20 pm

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 3:20 pm

Mark Eisner in person

Jeremy Gilley in person

2004 • US/Chile • 83 min
director Mark Eisner

2003 • Cuba/Germany/Romania • 92 min
director Alina Teodorescu

During his lifetime, Pablo Neruda became the world’s
most famous poet – a giant of a man who won the Nobel
Prize for Literature, counted Pablo Picasso and Diego
Rivera as close friends and was so politically active
that he became a senator in Chile. Yet what emerges
as much as anything in this film is Neruda’s ability to
connect with everyday people – not just in the superficial
style of a politician but in ways that were so genuine
and lasting that the people he touched remember him,
Jonathan Curiel
decades later, with love in their eyes.

A couple of plastic bottles and pieces of driftwood are
enough for them. They create instruments and music
– powerful, vibrating, explosive; the rhythm of young
Cuba. The film is not about the cliché of Cuba: romantic
old cars and Buena Vista Social Club. It is about a group
of young men who have formed the band “Madera
Limpia” (Pure Wood). They live in the eastern Cuban
village of Guantánamo, where there is nothing but rain,
sex and poverty. And yet, this young band is playing the
music of the street, rapid, hot and aggressive.

2004 • UK • 80 min
director Jeremy Gilley :: starring UN Secretary
General Kofi Annan, His Holiness the Dalai Lama,
UNHCHR Mary Robinson, Shimon Peres
The story of one man’s attempts to persuade the global
community via the United Nations, to officially sanction
a global ceasefire day. Follow the 5-year journey of the
filmmaker as he meets heads of state, Noble Peace
Laureates, aid agencies, freedom fighters, media
moguls, the innocent victims of war, and everyone
who was anyone at the UN. An individual can make
a difference: The UN International Day of Peace is
September 21 annually. The real challenge is to get the
world to unite on a day fast approaching.

screening with Those In Black

screening with Devotion Defiance

Retreat

Rock Fresh

Rush to War

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 5:35 pm

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 11 am

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 5:20 pm

Brad Jacques in person

Danny Lee in person

Robert Taicher in person

2004 • US • 98 min
director Brad Jacques

2004 • US • 81 min
director Danny Lee

2004 • US • 60 min
director Robert Taicher

A fictional film that explores the lasting effects of
childhood abuse in four estranged brothers, who now,
as scarred adults, have all returned to the family estate
where as children they spent their summers enduring
the abuse of a governess after a boating accident took
the lives of their affluent parents. They are forced to face
memories around nearly every corner that they have
spent years trying to forget.

An electrifying documentary on the evolution and world
of the graffiti artist. From the street to the gallery; walls to
clothing; private to worldwide. Our cameras unmask the
mystifying process behind graffiti art like never before,
revealing how colors blend, the angles sharpen, and the
shadows emerge. Lifting the veil from a subculture; it
took 40 years to get this close. The artists take their skills
to a variety of surfaces – concrete, canvas, metal, cloth,
and brick. And to an array of locations - city rooftops, the
desert, downtown lofts, the sewers, even the forest.

This documentary examines the issues surrounding
September 11th and American foreign policy. Early in
October, three weeks after the attacks on the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon, director Robert
Taicher and a small film crew drove from Los Angeles to
Washington, D.C., and New York, interviewing a crosssection of Americans in the aftermath of the events.

screening with Nativity • Dodge City
War • Anaconda Targets
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Sam Peckinpah’s West:

Sand and Water

Legacy of a Hollywood Renegade

Screaming Men
Northern California Premier

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 3:45 pm

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 2:45 pm

2004 • US • 89 min
director Tom Thurman :: narrator Kris Kristofferson
featuring Billy Bob Thornton, Benicio Del Toro,
Roger Ebert, Elvis Mitchell, Stella Stevens

2003 • Bangladesh • 84 min
director Shaheen Dill-Riaz

2004 • Finland • 76 min
director Mika Ronkainen

Spattered with blood and controversy, Sam Peckinpah’s
Westerns revolutionized their genre. Sam Peckinpah’s
West: Legacy of a Hollywood Renegade goes in search
of the man behind these legendary films. Through a
poignant array of film clips and rare interviews, the
documentary reveals a tortured artist whose genius and
demons changed the Western forever.

A journey to a place that has earned from the people of
the Bangladeshi mainland the nickname: “The Deadly
Paradise.” In this film, the filmmaker tries to describe this
fragile world from a personal point of view by means of
poetic images. It is a world where people still try to live
with nature in spite of its cruel violence. The film shows
how the people live in these extreme natural conditions,
and how they try to cope with the “moods” of the river,
Jamuna, which has also provided them with their
livelihood, the fertile islands, for the last two centuries.

Thirty men in black suits and black rubber ties are touring
the world shouting. The Finnish men’s choir Huutajat,
founded in 1987, shouts national anthems, patriotic
marches, children’s songs, law texts, and regulations.
This documentary follows the men to art exhibition
openings in France and Japan as well as dwells with
them in Icelandic hot springs. The power figure of the
film is the conductor and composer Petri Sirviö, a man
from the North. The director of the film, Mika Ronkainen,
was one of the shouters from 1994-1998.

Shades of Ash

She Got Game

The Shield
West Coast Premier

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 9:35 pm

Tuesday, March 15 :: Corinthian :: 8:30 pm

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 9:35 pm

Bobbi Jo Krals in person

2004 • Sri Lanka • 105 min
director Sudath Mahaadivulwewa :: starring Sriyantha Mendis, Mahendra Perera, Dilhani Ekanayake,
Madusanka Mendis

2003 • Canada • 78 min
directors Bobbi Jo Krals & Abbey Neidik :: starring Sonya Jeyaseelan, Serina Williams, Jennifer Capriati, Barbara Schett, Iroda
Tulyganova, Anna Kournikova, Martina Hingis, Billie Jean King

2004 • France • 110 min
director Frederic Provost

The war has encompassed and effectively destroyed
the entire social and political fabric of Sri Lankan society
for more than 20 years. When war snatches the lives
of this world, it rids the world of its colour, hence the
surviving people, neither living nor dead, are left with the
shades of ash. This story talks of such people, the souls
who have not been given the opportunity to die, nor the
pleasure to live. Material destruction caused by war and
rampage is measurable, but the destruction caused to
the minds of the victims and their lifestyle is infinite.

Part road trip, part human drama, it’s an unprecedented
behind-the-scenes look at the women’s pro tennis tour,
and explores what life is really like for these extraordinary
young athletes. All sacrificed normal childhoods to train,
and many were groomed by parents who dreamed of
their little girls becoming tennis stars. But what is the
price of a dream?

Chris is a bank robber worn out by his violent way of
life. He announces to his partner that he is quitting. One
evening, Margot, a friend he hasn’t seen in years, shows
up and asks for shelter for the night. Margot has been
beaten up – she is being pursued, and is covered with
bruises. Chris is not the kind of a guy to ask questions.
Next morning, he leaves Margot in his apartment and
goes to pull off a final job, before starting a new life. But,
what kind of life? Having decided to abandon a gangster
career, he realizes the emptiness of his life.

screening with Miracolo • All Over Brazil

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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Somewhere Anywhere Everywhere

Speaker Phone
West Coast Premier

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 4 pm
2004 • Netherlands • 52 min
director Femke Wolting

Sports shoes, or sneakers, dominate footwear today.
The non-sneaker types out there discard all those
sneaker fans as hopeless fashion victims or easy-going
slackers. Everyone that’s ever set foot in a sneaker store
has glimpsed a world where a complex game involving
subcultures and identities is being played. People are
categorized at a glance by their shoes: mass-consumer,
real sneaker freak, skater, hip-hopper, trendsetter, or
follower. And sneakers have also served as a tool to
rebel against the establishment.

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 12:50 pm
2004 • US • 55 min
director John Guglielmino, George Manzanilla, Hans
Hagen :: starring Taj Burrow, CJ Hobgood, Mark Occhilupo, Damien Hobgood, Luke Hitchings, Nathan
Webster, Pancho Sullivan
The film features an elite group of the highest profile
surf athletes today and lends deep insight into their
world. From the glamour of the world tour, to the dreamy
boat trips in the South Pacific, to winning the World
Championship, the film explores the current state of
surfing, in the most high performance environment the
sport has ever seen. The title speaks to the unforgiving
drive that surfers have, with particular reference to the
surfers on the Globe team.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 4:50 pm
2004 • Brazil • 87 min
director Paulo Morelli :: starring Vivianne Pasmanter,
Betty Gofman, Dan Stulbach, Graziella Moretto, Luciano Chirolli, Kiko Mascarenhas, Fábio Herford
Duda is a businessman about to receive a large sum of
money which will change his life. But the great day is to
be full of surprises. People are after his money, which
he intends to use to keep a promise he had made to
his brother Sávio, who died ten years earlier in a car
accident. Duda, who feels responsible for his brother’s
fate, has been saving money to fulfill his brother’s dream
and be able to start anew without the tormenting guilt.
Complications begin when Duda’s mobile phone dials
his wife as he is breaking up with his mistress.

screening with The Missing

screening with Hot Chocolate

screening with Call Center

Take a Deep Breath

A Tale of a Naughty Girl

Tales of Intransigence

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 9:30 pm

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 9:35 pm

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 4:50 pm

2004 • Serbia/Montenegro • 80 min
director Dragin Marinkovic

2004 • India • 89 min
director Buddhadeb Dasgupta :: starring Samata
Das, Rituparna Sengupta, Arpan Basar, Ramgopal
Bajaj, Tapas Pal

2004 • Turkey • 88 min
director Reis Çelik :: starring Tunçel Kurtiz

Sasha is planning to marry Stephan and move with
him to Canada. Stephan gets seriously injured in
a car accident. During his recovery, his sister Lana
arrives from Paris. A passionate romance develops
between Sasha and Lana, entering a world of what is in
Serbian society, considered a forbidden, unacceptable
relationship. Sasha discovers dark secrets of the rotten
marriage of her parents. Father, a Serbian judge, is
desperately trying to avoid the inevitable, but his actions
lead to tragedy.

A sweet and gently ironic story about the daughter of the
village prostitute who desperately seeks an education,
rather than following in her mother’s footsteps. The
film beautifully captures traditional Bengali life while
unfolding the powerful confrontation between Natabar,
a lecherous businessman with an eye for young girls,
Rajani, the prostitute mother who is delighted that such
a powerful man would take an interest in her still-virginal
daughter, and Lati, who is appalled by these events and
begs the local school teacher for help.

A snow-bound village is in the grip of a northeast
Anatolian winter. One day, the traditional horse-drawn
sleigh, which ferries villagers to the nearest town, is
up against a rival: a gleaming red minibus. Knowing
the minibus can’t take the short cut across the frozen
lake, the sleigh driver bets his rival that he’ll reach town
first. In the battle of wills that follows, the passengers in
both vehicles are hapless bystanders. True to the local
tradition, they begin sharing dramatized tales on the
theme of stubbornness.

screening with The 17th Man

screening with Night’s Necromantic Rose

screening with Seeking the Sultan
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Tehran 7am
Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 9:20 pm

Tracing Che:

Trilogy of Love

A Motorcycle Journey
US Premier

West Coast Premier

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 1 pm

Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm
Laurence Attali in person

2003 • Iran • 85 min
director Amir Shahab Razavian :: starring Behnaz
Jafari, Hassan Moazeni, Reza Khamseh, Parviz Larijani, Mehran Rajabi, Mohammad Hajhosseini

2003 • Argentina/Chile/Canada • 53 min
director Lawrence Elman

A young policeman. An actress. Two elderly lab
workers. A motorist who talks too much. A welder and
a girl. Separate lives, separate stories, but they all meet
at the 7:00 A.M. traffic light.

Lawrence Elman, a Canadian director, went in search of
the man behind the myth. He embarked on the journey
that gave Che his name, a trip through South America
on an old Norton motorcycle. Che chronicled this trip
during a break from medical school in a book called The
Motorcycle Diaries. Lawrence encounters Che’s family
and oldest friends who shed light on this true icon of the
20th century including the cousin who tells of Ernesto’’s
chronic lack of hygiene, to the tragedy of being rejected
by a woman who is still believed to be his first love.

2004 • Senegal • 76 min
director Laurence Attali :: starring Bettina Kee, Laye
Diack, Isseu Niang, Oumou Sy, Moussa Touré, Oumou Sy , Madou Diabaté, Cheikh Lo
A taxi driver in a blue boubou is racing through
the streets of Dakar. Beside him, a young woman
with bleached blond hair is reading the newpaper,
oblivious to the world outside. On the back seat, a gold
saxophone. The driver steps up his feats of daring-do to
attract the young girl’s attention. She remains impassive,
so he breaks the silence.

screening with Che, The Sweet Dream of the Cane

20 Fingers

Under the Same Sky

Waging a Living

US Premier
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 7:40 pm

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 5:10 pm

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 11 am
Roger Weisberg in person

2004 • Iran • 73 min
director Mania Akbari :: starring Mania Akbari, Bijan
Daneshmand

2003 • Bulgaria • 85 min
director Krassimir Krumov

2005 • US • 86 min
director Roger Weisberg

A film in several episodes, exposing some of the issues
of men and women within the confines of tradition and
family life in Iran. Each episode is devoted to various life
situations and displays a different form of male/female
interaction. The placing of the actors in a moving vehicle
or against a moving backdrop signifies the movement
of life despite all the obstacles in its way. The film deals
with the roots of dependencies, limitations, power
struggles and conflicts that are the familiar stuff of the
life of couples in the Middle East.

In a mountainous village, 15-year-old Rufie lives with
her grandmother. Forced by the town’s dearth of jobs,
her father had left for Turkey to find work, but there had
been no word from him for the past three years. Even
Rufie’s relatives start to talk that he had forgotten about
her and would not come back. She decides to cross the
border and search for him. Hairedin, Rufie’s father, has
joined a group of refugees travelling to Bulgaria. One
night, father and daughter meet but do not recognize
each other in the dark.

Shot over a three-year period, the film chronicles the
struggle of four low-wage workers to survive from
paycheck to paycheck. By presenting an unvarnished
look at their dreams, frustrations, and efforts to escape
poverty, the documentary offers a sobering view of the
elusive American Dream.

screening with Nunzia

screening with Instinct
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The Warrior Ethos

Wolfsburg

Words of my Perfect Teacher

Saturday, March 12 :: Corinthian :: 1:20 pm

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 9:30 pm

Monday, March 14 :: Corinthian :: 8:25 pm

2004 • US • 80 min
director Evan Kanew

2002 • Germany • 90 min
director Christian Petzold

2004 • Canada/UK/Bhutan/US • 102 min
director Lesley Ann Patten :: featuring Bernardo
Bertoluci, Steven Seagal :: music Sting

A rare look inside the U.S. Military Academy, scrutinizing
a unique graduation requirement; a rite of passage
linking nearly a century’s worth of leaders, and one
of the best kept secrets in college sports. Against the
backdrop of war, young cadets learn what it takes, and
how it feels, to fight. It’s the experience and tradition of
boxing at West Point.

Driving is the one thing with which car salesman Phillip
Wagner is completely at ease. But then something
happens that puts an end to this comfort. While arguing
with his girlfriend over the car phone, he hits a boy on
a bike. Phillip stops, but then drives on, even though he
is not sure whether the boy is all right. From then on,
Phillip will repeatedly find himself in situations where he
is ready to tell the truth, but circumstances silence him.

Featuring the charismatic Tibetan lama and filmmaker
Khyentse Norbu, the film is the warm and comedic story
of three students on a journey from the World Cup, to
Los Angeles, to Bhutan in search of wisdom -- chasing a
guru who doesn’t want to be found.

screening with Superstars

screening with Alfred

screening with Lilo and Me

Yoshino’s Barbershop

Z Channel

Evan Kanew in person

Zooey
World Premier

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 5:15 pm

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 9:30 pm

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 9:25 pm

2004 • Japan • 96 min
director Naoko Ogigami :: starring Masako Motai, Ryo
Yoneda, Kazuyuki Asano, Senri Sakurai, Noritsugu Ishida, Shota Okawa, Ryo Muramatsu, Shinnosuke Miyao

2004 • US • 120 min
director Xan Cassavetes :: starring Robert Altman,
Quentin Tarantino, Jacqueline Bisset, Jim Jarmusch, James Woods, Paul Verhoeven

2004 • US • 90 min
director Sherman Lau :: starring Sarah Louise Lilley,
Xavier Jimenez, Rachel Roberts, Jordan Burt

A picturesque Japanese tale of the people in a small
town who all go to the same barber shop and receive
the same haircut. When a boy from Tokyo arrives with
different hair, clothes and attitude, there are mixed
emotions from the boys and girls and their parents.
Will the new boy persuade his classmates to question
the strict traditions of their town, or will he be forced to
get the traditional Yoshino hairdo? A story that questions
how far people will go to be accepted and how important
it is to be ‘cool.’

“It was like having a film festival in your home every single
night,” says director Henry Jaglom of the pioneering Los
Angeles cable station, still revered by filmmakers and
industry figures almost a quarter-century later. Featuring
interviews with directors and actors, and packed with
excerpts from 1960s and 1970s film classics, it also
relates a darker tale, that of its creator, Jerry Harvey,
a manic-depressive with alcohol and substance-abuse
issues, who finally succumbed to his own demons,
killing his wife and then taking his own life.

An urban love story between a prostitute and her
husband – two social outcasts who are not much
different than ourselves. They love, live, and dream of
better things. Zooey and her husband, a small-time drug
dealer, share a dream of leaving their life on the streets.
When her pimp dies, she is forced to work for herself
with Angel staying close by to protect her. Their lives
begin to change when they both get other jobs, deal with
their drug addiction, and take custody of a child. But is it
too late as their pasts catch up with them?

screening with Silent Night
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Against All Expectations

Agricultural Report

2002 :: Switzerland :: 8 min
director James Aymon :: starring Antony Mettler,
Sandra Korol, Gaspard Boesch, Bubakar Samb

2004 :: Ireland :: 3 min
director Melina Sydney Padua

A man is waiting on a bench. The longer he waits, the
more he finds the world around him futile and strangely
unreal.

A new strain of a disease that could be dangerous to
livestock herds is being discussed on the radio. A cow
listening to the program naturally gets a bit worried
about the topic.

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #11

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 4:20 pm :: With The Forest for the Trees

Alfred

Alice & I

2004 :: France :: 7 min
director François Grandjacques :: starring Stéphane Brel,
Loeiza Jacq, David Bailleron, Jean Paul Moissette

2004 :: Belgium :: 19 min
director Micha Wald :: starring Vincent Lécuyer , Bella
Wajnberg, Gita Spiegel, Martha Mora, Sofia Achaval

Alfred has a gift…

Simon has to drive his old aunt and two of her friends
to the seaside. He gets a call from his girlfriend which
turns into an argument. The women slowly but surely
interfere. This, of course, doesn’t solve anything.

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 9:30 pm :: With Wolfsburg

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Short Program #2: Senior Years

All Over Brazil

Anaconda Targets

2004 :: Scotland :: 10 min
director David Andrew Ward :: starring Iain de
Caestecker, Frank Gallagher, Gemma Morrison

2004 :: US :: 12 min
director Dominic Angerame
Dominic Angerame in person

With Scotland in the World Cup in the summer of 1974
everything looks rosy but 13 year old Stephen is more
into Glam Rock than football. The clash between him
and his football-mad father is inevitable.
Tuesday, March 15 :: Corinthian :: 8:30 pm :: With She Got Game

In March 2002, American led troops launched an
offensive in Afghanistan. It was called ‘Operation
Anaconda’ and was carried out in small villages to
route Taliban forces hiding there or in caves.
Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 5:20 pm :: With Rush to War

Andy

Angle of Inspiration

Northern California Premier

US Premier

2003 :: US :: 5 min
director Terence Healy

2004 :: US :: 29 min
director John Antonelli

Terence Healy in person

John Antonelli in person

Andy reveals an intriguing portrait of Andy – an aging
actor who has begun modeling for art classes. He is
inspired by the spirits of film-noir actors, the pursuit of
women, and his love of humor.

The film documents the process of turning a worldclass achitect’s vision into a concrete, glass and steel
structure, and also the process by which the bridge has
become the new center of town.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 10:30 am :: With Marin Filmmakers Program

Anna and the Soldier

Another Man’s Treasure

US Premier

World Premier

2004 :: Germany/Italy :: 10 min
directors Christian Prettin & Soeren Hueper

2005 :: US :: 13 min
director Kyle Ruddick

Soeren Hueper in person

In Italy in 1950, 18-year-old Anna is haunted by losing
her whole family in a massacre by the Germans. When
one of the German soldiers returns, she has the chance
for revenge, but can she go through with it?
Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 1:30 pm :: With Short Program #12

30

A dark suburban comedy about a man’s obsession with
collecting, and the competative world of garage sales.

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Short Program #3: Comedy
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Antebody

Aroma
US Premier

2004 :: US :: 17 min
director James Gleason

2003 :: Ireland :: 3 min
director Damon Silvester

James Gleason in person

Damon Silvester in person

The police may know how Marty died, Lois may know
how Marty lived, but there’s something you don’t know
about Martin David Ambro.

Two elderly ladies have a wonderful dinner experience.
On their way up to their room, they experience some
adolescent fun.

Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Short Program #3

Art Thief Musical

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 4:50 pm :: With Cowgirl

Back Seat Bingo

Northern California Premier
2004 :: US :: 20 min
director Linus Lau

2004 :: US :: 6 min
director Liz Blazer

Linus Lau in person

Fate brought Clarity, an art thief looking to go straight,
and Salvation, a lonely, self-hating man, together but
do they have the strength to make it work? Love conquers all if we have the strength to hold onto it.
Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:30 pm :: With Short Program #10: Love

Sexy Senior Seeks Same. Back Seat Bingo is an
animated documentary about the romantic lives of
Senior Citizens.
Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Short Program #2: Senior Years

Baggage Claim

Be Very Quiet

2004 :: US :: 6 min
director Alexander Winn

2004 :: Thailand/US :: 25 min
director Mona Nahm :: starring Suchao Pongwilai,
John Paul Target, Suganya Miguel Kean-Lam

A young man accidentally picks up the wrong bag at
the airport. In a race against the clock, he must find
his bag with its precious contents in time for a very
important date.

A story of Thana, a young man that witnessed the rape
and murder of his prostitute mom when he was a child.
Obsessed with hatred and haunted by nightmares, he
encounters a path to avenge his mother’s death.

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Short Program #3: Comedy

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #9

A Beautiful Life

Beginning Middle & End

2004 :: US :: 20 min
director Kenneth Williams :: starring Allan Maldonado, Joseph Marcell, Cisco Reyes

2004 :: UK :: 4 min
director Lynn Hollowell

Kenneth Williams in person

Porfilio puts being a musician on hold so he can run
his father’s mini market to put his brother Guillermo
through college. Tensions rise when Guillermo returns
with a secret that might destroy the family forever.
Thursday, March 17 :: Corinthian :: 8:30 pm :: With Being Pavarotti

Belle

An animated metaphor for the cycle of life.

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 1:05 pm :: With Short Program #6: Art

The Big Thing

West Coast Premier
2004 :: US :: 16 min
director Ruth Sergel :: starring Ethel Greenbaum,
Marion Baker, Hope Bernstein, Goldie Gold, Ruth Vogel

2004 :: Canada :: 9 min
director Carl Laudan :: starring Robin Wilcock, Andrew
Simms, Mathieu Courtemanche, Rachelle Lefevre

A subversive fable of old age and beauty. A short
fiction film that explores the intersection of age, race
and our expectations of others.

The history books are wrong: in 1889 Lucifer & the
Archangel Michael succeeded in ending the World. For
the first time, our film documents and re-creates the
End of the World as it really occurred.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Short Program #2: Senior Years

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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Birth Day

US Premier
2004 :: US :: 5 min
director Samantha Stevens

2003 :: US :: 11 min
director Diana Paul

Samantha Stevens in person

Diana Paul in person

The film is about the underground world of bingo and
the people who love it. It shows that bingo is more than
just a form of gambling at the Marin Rod n’ Gun Club
and that a sense of community lives within.

A documentary capturing the beauty of a natural home
birth in the mountain countryside of Xalapa, Mexico;
taped by the grandfather, and narrated by the mother,
we see the birth of this family’s first daughter.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Short Program #2: Senior Years

Brazil “Escape” (Music Video)
World Premier

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 10:30 am :: With Marin Filmmakers Program

A Brief Story of How a Man and
a Woman Fell In Love

2004 :: US :: 3 min
director Michael Grodner :: starring Brazil (Fearless
Records)

US Premier

Michael Grodner in person

Carlos A. Morelli in person

Escape features a surrealistic narrative and an intense
performance by the critically acclaimed band Brazil. It’s
the story of a teenager pursued by a dark mysterious
figure across an other-wordly urban landscape.

A man and a woman each set off on their own. He is in
his car, she is on foot. They are followed synchronously
until they meet at the same spot, on a zebra crossing.
Then the film takes an unexpected turn.

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 12:45 pm :: With Short Program #5: Music

Call Center

2003 :: Uraguay :: 11 min
director Carlos A. Morelli

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 9:15 pm :: With The Limit

Call Me
Northern California Premier

2004 :: US :: 12 min
director Amyn Kaderali :: starring Manish Goyal,
Sunil Malhotra, Brian Kimmet

2004 :: UK :: 7 min
director Paul Wilkins

Amyn Kaderali in person

Who ya gonna call?

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 4:50 pm :: With Speakerphone

Candy Viola

A woman meets her lover to tell him that their affair is
over; only he has other ideas. A tale of love, passion
and obsession.
Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Short Program #3

Career Suicide
Northern California Premier

2004 :: Italy :: 14 min
director Fabio Simonelli :: starring Ilaria Giorgino, Carla Cassola, Sergio Romano, Erika Urban, Vania Lai, Inna Hroz

2004 :: US :: 13 min
director Dan Huber & Alex Kang :: starring Vancelette,
Colin Ferguson, Diane Amos, Angela Kinsey

Viola is an overweight beautiful woman in her mid-30s
frustrated by a monotonous job and a hateful husband.
She’ll take revenge thanks to the artfulness of the
candies and chocolates she likes so much.

Frustrated in life, a young woman finds no relief in
the afterlife: after falling on scissors, she finds herself
trapped in corporate purgatory where working your way
up the ladder appears to be the only way out.

Wednesday, March 16 :: Corinthian :: 8 pm :: With Being 30

The Carpenter and His Clumsy Wife

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 9:40 pm :: With Mix

Change of Heart

Northern California Premier
2004 :: Ireland :: 14 min
director Peter Foott

2004 :: US :: 20 min
director Stacey Kattman
Stacey Kattman, Derek Horne, and Charlene
Modeste in person

A black comedy about a carpenter who uses his skills to
repair what he believes to be his wife’s inadequacies.

Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 7:20 pm :: With Headrush
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Tragedy disrupts the obsessive-compulsive patterns of
an accountant who must learn to balance his life as well
as he balances the books.
Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #4
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Che, The Sweet Dream of the Cane

Chicken Party

2005 :: Cuba/Spain/US :: 30 min
director Mahmoud Reza Sani

2003 :: US :: 29 min
director Brunson Green

The filmmaker goes to Cuba with the purpose of
making a film about Che Guevara. He tries to find some
one who looks like Che to play the role. But instead he
finds new things about Che and life in Cuban society.

A comedic short involving three societal misfits who
are thrown together through court-ordered community
service. Their interaction leads to hilariously
disasterous results.

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 1 pm :: With Tracing Che

Sunday, March 13 :: Corinthian :: 1:50 pm :: With A Dog’s Life: A Dogamentary

Chohon

The Cold War?

World Premier

World Premier

2004 :: Korea :: 14 min
directors Eunju Kim, Jungsun Choi, Jungsang
Yoon, Kinam Kim, Yongju Park, Youno Park

2004 :: US :: 3 min
director Bill Henderson
Bill Henderson and John C. Aliano in person

In 1940 Korea, Hyun, serving against the Japanese, is
injured, and treated by a geisha, Hee. Another geisha
turns Hyun in, but he thinks it’s Hee, who is then killed
by Japanese police. Hyun must now face Hee’s ghost.
Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation

Contrapunto

A lone American businessman in an eastern bloc
country is being pursued and detained by security
forces during the Cold War. Tensions run high as the
film builds to a surprising conclusion.
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 10:30 am :: With Marin Filmmakers Program

Dealership: “All the Kids”
(Music Video)

2004 :: France/US :: 2 min
director Jean-Pierre Jacquet

2004 :: US :: 2 min
director Jason Koxvold
Jason Koxvold in person

In a Buenos-Aires barrio, a dancing couple explore
the intimacy of an Argentine tango; all emotions set in
motion by the music.
Saturday, March 12 :: Corinthian :: 8:45 pm :: With American Bellydancer

You wake up late after an all-night bender and realize
you’re supposed to play a show that night, but you have
no idea where you are. So you grab your instrument
and find the nearest mode of transportation.
Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 12:45 pm :: With Short Program #5: Music

Delivery

Devotion and Deﬁance

2004 :: US :: 12 min
director Ignacio Villa

2004 :: Tibet :: 35 min
director Kunga Palmo

Salvador is an illegal Mexican immigrant who just
arrived in New York City. His first day working as a
delivery boy will put him through the tough test of
having to live among a fearful society.

A depiction of the growth of religious institutions in
Tibet since the 1980s, and the Chinese government’s
increasing efforts to stop it. Rare footage from inside
Tibet.

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 1:30 pm :: With Short Program #8: World

Did You Ever...

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 3:20 pm :: With Peace One Day

Dodge City

Northern California Premier
2004 :: Germany/US :: 30 min
director Justin Leonard Stauber

2004 :: US :: 5 min
director Jeff Dell

An unusual road movie about love and sex, with ploys
and fantasies, many twists, and lots of surprises. A
woman gives a man a ride and they find themselves in
the middle of a battle of the sexes.

This Short reminds us of the horrible toll war takes on
children. The health and vigor of these children at play
becomes a shocking contrast to the scenes of children
injured by war.

Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:30 pm :: With Short Program #10: Love

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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Duck Duck Goose

US Premier
2005 :: Russia :: 17 min
director Vladimir Kott

2005 :: US :: 23 min
director D.C. Douglas :: starring D.C. Douglas,
Robin Myers, Bryan Cuprill

Somebody Somebody in person

Sometimes even the heaviest burden may be easier
than a wind. Also, it is necessary to hope, as when you
knock on a door.
Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #4

Eco

A blend of early sixties European romp and postmodern cynicism. Jacob’s trying to keep his ex-wife
close, and C.B. has a hapless crush on the burping
Lizzie who only wants a man that thinks like a woman.
Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:30 pm :: With Short Program #10: Love

Epitaph

US Premier
2004 :: US :: 8 min
director Brian Levi Bowman

2004 :: US/Iran :: 34 min
director Moslem Mansouri
Moslem Mansouri in person

An idea about how memory contextualizes presence.
The speculation is that behavior is formed when every
experience being internalized is a new experience,
thus creating a personal history as it is realized.
Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation

Equestrian

A snapshot showing of the conditions endured by
prostitutes in Iran. Many married women, widows,
young and underage girls, and even female university
students, have to sell their bodies to make a living.
Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 5:35 pm :: With Hidden Truths

Escape From Paradise
US Premier

2003 :: Netherlands :: 4 min
director Michiel van Bakel

2003 :: Netherlands :: 11 min
director Freark Boersma

The invention of photography and the ingenious ideas
of Eadweard Muybridge proved that all four legs of the
horse came off the ground when in full trot. You could
see it, which was evidence enough.

A giant turtle causes Adam and Eve – getting on
in years now – to find a book in their paradise. By
tearing the blank pages from the book, they set free all
unwritten ideas.

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 1:30 pm :: With Short Program #12

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation

Eureka

Evasive Manuevers

Northern California Premier

World Premier

2004 :: US :: 2 min
director Abha Bhagwat

2004 :: US :: 14 min
directors James and Robert Dastoli

Snail, living a slow and steady existence, is intelligent
and humble, and Bug, very proud of her fast speed, is
shallow and cocky. This story aims to inspire people to
overcome their limitations.

A mercenary is brought in to make a deal; a deal with
shocking consequences. But while getting in was the
easy part, getting out involves teaming up with a most
unlikely ally, and some evasive maneuvers.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation

Feetsteps

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Short Program #14

Fever
Northern California Premier

2004 :: Scotland :: 10 min
director Duncan Nicoll :: starring Russell Anderson,
Liam Brennan, Jenny Ryan, Alec Purves, Derek Munn

2004 :: US :: 8 min
director Charlie Griak

Nick Beattie is not amused. His wife is home alone and
pregnant, and he missed the last train home. Things
seem to get better when a mysterious man suggests
they have a drink. But will Nick make it home in time?

From within his prison-like existence, a young
revolutionary attempts to enforce his own ideals
through a brutal act of human will. After, he finds
himself in a hell of guilt, madness, and persecution.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 5:15 pm :: With Here
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Final Sale

2003 :: UK :: 8 min
director Amir Amirani :: starring Wim Wenders, Dennis Hopper, Zhang Yimou

2004 :: US :: 11 min
director Julie Hermelin

Amir Amirani in person

Short film selected for production by Wim Wenders
from 500 entries at the International Talent Campus,
Berlin Film Festival, 2003.
Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 7:50 pm :: With Dead Heat Under the Shrubs

An action/comedy set at a trendy clothing store sale
where two best friends get into an fight, which devolves
into a massive kung fu showdown.
Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Short Program #3: Comedy

Flyaway

From the Street

2004 :: US :: 11 min
director Danny L. Oakley :: music John Denver

2003 :: Slovakia :: 9 min
director Stano Petrov :: starring Martin Kocisko,
Simun, Oki, Ivanka, Zuzka a Milko, Micho, Richi

Every dream worthwhile is worth sacrifice. A little
wooden plane, despite the price it must pay, does the
impossible and joins a world it could only dream of.

A dead man is lying on the street and the story is about
to begin.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation

Full Circle

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #11

Garpenfargle

Northern California Premier
2004 :: Ireland :: 14 min
director Simon Fitzmaurice :: starring Tara Lynne
O’Neill

2004 :: US :: 4 min
directors Bill Kersey & Edward Kim

The story of a young man and woman living on the
island of Ireland. Every day they watch each other
from the safety of their private worlds. But one day it
will happen.

The master of the house is leaving and young Hobbes
is left alone, unable to follow the rules the master
expected of him.

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 9:20 pm :: With Between the Stars

Sunday, March 13 :: Corinthian :: 1:50 pm :: With A Dog’s Life: A Dogamentary

Genesis 3:19

Ghana Is In Africa

2004 :: Mexico :: 18 min
director Danny Saadia

2004 :: Ghana/US :: 32 min
director Giovanni Messner

A 27-year-old with terminal-stage leukemia, spurred to
action by a sudden love for a woman he had never met,
entrusts his best friend with three dying wishes. In so
doing, he binds the three of them forever.

A team of women travel to Ghana, Africa, to help the
women and children in impoverished rural villages. As
a result, a member of the team is crowned queen of a
small village.

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 1:30 pm :: With Short Program #12

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #9

Glass Crow

Goodbye Antonia

2004 :: US :: 7 min
director Steven Subotnick :: starring somebody
somebody, somebody somebody

2004 :: Italy :: 18 min
director Michael Zampino

A meditation on the ‘Defenestration of Prague’ - the
spark which began the Thirty Years War. Richly layered
images evoking nature, humanity, and heaven explore
this moment in history.

A retired Italian factory worker overcomes a personal
crisis while visiting New York City, thanks to a loving
wife, King Kong, and -- the Empire State Building.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation
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The Happiness Thief

World Premier
2004 :: Scotland :: 8 min
director Neil Kempsell

2004 :: UK :: 14 min
director Derek Boyes :: starring Tom Brooke, Chloe
Smyth

The film is an exploration and visual interpretation of
the poem “Hallaig” by Gaelic poet Sorley MacLean.
The poem, orignally written in Gaelic, describes tragic
loss and memories of a highland community.

An unhappy little girl curses her younger brother for
being so happy, not realizing that her curse would
summon a grotesque figure who, in the darkness of the
night, violently steals the boy’s happiness.

Derek Boyes in person

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 1:05 pm :: With Short Program #6: Art

Thursday, March 17 :: Corinthian :: 4:35 pm :: With Short Program #13

Heaven

Heaven is a Place That Starts
with “H” – US Premier

2004 :: US :: 2 min
director Todd McCammon

2004 :: Canada :: 14 min
director Tricia Lee :: starring Emily Taylor, Jason Spevack,
Gill Wallace, Bridget Griggs, Alan Lee, Carole Hamill
Tricia Lee in person

A personal journey through the history of cinema
culminating in its earliest form.

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 5 pm :: With I Love Cinema

Hellbent for Good Times

A dark comedy about affection, connection, belonging,
and that there are no guarantees of those, even in
one’s own family. A look inside a dysfunctional family
through the eyes of a precocious 10-year old girl.
Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Short Program #3: Comedy

Hello

West Coast Premier
2004 :: US :: 34 min
director James Best :: starring James Best, Peggy
Stewart, Jennifer Lyons, Bug Hall

2003 :: Australia :: 6 min
director Jonathan Nix

In the depression era south, John and Ada Lambert
struggle to raise their teenage grandchildren. Times
are tough, but with love and humor they are “Hellbent
for Good Times”.

In a digital world can analogue find true love? It is
the wise old gramaphone that has the answers for a
lovesick loner.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Short Program #2: Senior Years

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #11

The Hook

The Horse Trader

2004 :: US :: 15 min
director Hugues Wisniewski :: starring Marcelo
Marcondes

2004 :: US :: 19 min
director Alex Melli :: starring Jeremy Flynn, Duane Logan, Phoebe Price, Gavone VanOver, Kristin Moffitt

Hugues Wisniewski in person

Somebody Somebody in person

A young man finds himself trapped in a room with
no way out and condemned to a certain death. As
he thinks all hopes are lost, he finally realizes that a
choice is given to him to control his fate.

A suicidal businessman drives deep into the desert to
end it all, but meets a spiritual wanderer and discovers
something about himself, love, and life.

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 10:30 am :: With Marin Filmmakers Program

I Can’t, I Live In Cuba

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #4

Illcom: The Uprising (Music Video)

West Coast Premier
2004 :: Cuba/Canada :: 48 min
director Andre Gaumond

2004 :: US :: 4 min
director Jesse Russell Brooks

Andre Gaumond in person

Jesse Russell Brooks in person

This is an amusing and joyful testimony of a nation
filled with smiles and hope, but everyday the citizens
must juggle the competing concepts of socialism and
capitalism with the US so close and influential.

From beneath the sands of the Mohave desert, Rap
poets ILLCom are awakened by an eruption of HipHop Poetry that brings them to the Center of the Los
Angeles’ Rap and Underground Music scene.

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 9:30 pm :: With Chosen
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Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 12:45 pm :: With Short Program #5: Music
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Imaginary Girls

Inside You

Northern California Premier

West Coast Premier

2004 :: US :: 30 min
director Jordan Livingston :: starring Neil Rutledge, Ty
Mayberry, Alison Tyler, Zack Stewart, Kathleen Campbell

2004 :: US :: 21 min
director Mumtaz Hussain :: starring Lars Steven, Owen
Johnson II, Tone Chrisensen, Roger Vincent Hervas

Jordan Livingston in person

Mumtaz Hussain in person

Imaginary Girls chronicles the death of innocence and
love in one girl, while depicting the romantic failings of
the adult world in various stages of disintegration.

Inspired by three lines spoken by the 13th century Sufi
master, Jalaluddin Rumi, the film is a metaphor for the
ordinary lives we lead in search of joy.

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 10:30 am :: With Marin Filmmakers Program

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 1:05 pm :: With Short Program #6: Art

Instinct

Just Like You Imagined

2003 :: Estonia :: 10 min
director Rao Heidmets

2004 :: US/Kuwait :: 11 min
director Zeyad Alhusaini
Zeyad Alhusaini in person

What happens when the Maker loses control over his
creation, and it starts to obey it’s own will?

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 5:10 pm :: With Under the Same Sky

Kicking the Heart Out

In the near future a small group of smugglers,
“Shifters,” manage to discover the ability to transport
outlaws through their bodies.
Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #4

Kings of the Hill

(Music Video) – World Premier
2004 :: US :: 6 min
director Ryan Kurt Whiting

2003 :: Israel :: 8 min
director Yael Bartana

Ryan Whiting in person

The debut music video for the up-and-coming indie
rock band Rogue Wave. The video’s roadtrip storyline
– a metaphorical depiction of the band’s formation
– features many Bay Area landmarks and locales.
Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 12:45 pm :: With Short Program #5: Music

Yael Bartana shows us group behavior from her native
Israel, in such a way that it makes us reflect on the
deeper meaning of these characteristic rituals found in
each country.
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Short Program #14

Letter From the Top Floor

Liberation Day

US Premier

US Premier

2004 :: France :: 30 min
director Oliver Ciechelski

2003 :: Germany/France :: 15 min
director Martin Blankemeyer :: starring Dieter
Schaad, Horst Richter, Joseph Saxinger

At the top of a building, an old woman, who is an
illegal Chinese immigrant, stands by her window. Her
husband has disappeared, and she must remain in the
apartment. She describes what she sees in a letter.

About three residents of a retirement home. Kirchhoff
illegally keeps a little dog, which is why he is emotionally
terrorized by his neighbor Mr. Foerster. Nobody seems
to notice, until one day, Mr. Bender intervenes.

Sunday, March 13 :: Corinthian :: 6:05 pm :: With Behind Enemy Lines

A Life of Death

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Short Program #2: Senior World

Lift
Northern California Premier

2003 :: US :: 8 min
director Dawn Westlake

2004 :: US :: 30 min
directors Hugues Dalton & Jeff Garton :: starring
Dominique Pinon
Hugues Dalton & Jeff Garton in person

World leaders say they want world peace, but at what
price? A poetic exploration of the tragic irony of waging
war to establish peace.
Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Between 2 Worlds

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

Otis is a live-in lift operator who has never set foot
outside his elevator. He is secretly in love with K, a
junior typist who is afraid of elevators and has never
set foot in one.
Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 3:20 pm :: With Man with an Opera House
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Lilo and Me

World Premier
2004 :: US :: 16 min
director David Rogers

2003 :: US :: 10 min
director Kip Fulbeck

David Rogers in person

It is the future, and Jeffrey hasn’t slept in seventeen
years because of a simple pill that eliminates the need
for it. But a discovery in outer space, and a betrayal at
home, make him reconsider his sleepless life.
Thursday, March 17 :: Corinthian :: 4:35 pm :: With Short Program #13

Loop

Watch as Fulbeck documents for the first time his
uncanny resemblance to Pocahontas, Mulan, Aladdin,
and other “ethnically ambiguous” animated characters
in this hilarious, touching, and educational film.
Monday, March 14 :: Corinthian :: 8:40 pm :: With Words of My Perfect Teacher

Love Sick 2

World Premier
2003 :: US :: 4 min
director Jennifer Noland

2004 :: US :: 2 min
director Tsai-Yun Mou

Jennifer Noland in person

An experimental montage exploring war and the
market driven economy.

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #11

A film about a peeping girl who daydreams and
desperately tries to make her dream become reality.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation

Lowriding In Aztlan

A Man Without a Head

2004 :: US :: 46 min
director Daniel Osorio

2003 :: France :: 18 min
director Juan Solanas

Daniel Osorio in person

A documentary film that goes deep into the streets of
Northern California to dispel the myths that surround
the world of lowriding.
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Short Program #14

The man without a head dances with lively steps. He
prepares himself for a romantic rendezvous. Tonight,
he will declare his love. For such an occasion, he shall
buy a head.
Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 7:20 pm :: With Mister V.

The Math Tutor

Meat

2004 :: US :: 5 min
director Greg Johnson

2002 :: Russia :: 14 min
director Slava Ross

Greg Johnson in person

Davie’s a math tutor who has attracted the sexual
attention of his newest student. He tries to balance the
ethics of his job with the lust of a sexually naïve young
man. Will his calculations prove correct?
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 10:30 am :: With Marin Filmmakers Program

Thursday, March 17 :: Corinthian :: 4:35 pm :: With Short Program #13

Mind Games

Miracolo

World Premier

Northern California Premier

2004 :: UK :: 3 min
director Peter Bunzl

2003 :: Italy/US :: 4 min
director Chris Drechsler

In a secure institution scientists monitor the thoughts of
prisoner 364. Who is the strange figure he has made
contact with?

The magic surrounding a Franciscan miracle goalie is
dispelled when, under the watchful eye of the Vatican,
he’s decisively scored on.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation
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A little boy comes into the cruel world to become a man.
He is forced to take his father`s place, meaning he has
to face his mother whom he must protect, and forgive.

Tuesday, March 15 :: Corinthian :: 8:30 pm :: With She Got Game
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The Missing

Momentum

2003 :: US :: 23 min
director Matthew Oates

2003 :: Netherlands :: 6 min
director Martijn Veldhoen

Matthew Oates in person

Blending elements of 1930s film noir and 1950s science
fiction, it is the story of Sam Baxter; a private eye hired
to find a dead man. Sam uncovers a conspiracy that
leads him to believe we are not alone in the universe.
Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 4 pm :: With Sneakers

Muse

A journey through deserted, Southern European
spaces using a single camera shot. The film creates
a tension with movement not normally possible, and
mixes it with a strange sense of bodiless peace.
Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #11

Musica Magica

World Premier
2004 :: US :: 6 min
director Benjamin Lopata

2002 :: Austria/Germany :: 4 min
director Christoph Schinko

Benjamin Lopata in person

A film about a man who is writting a poem to the
woman he’s in love with. She has left him, but he still
remembers every detail of her body and mind, and she
is presented to the audience through his words.
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 1:05 pm :: With Short Program #6: Art

My Big Idea

The story of a cymbal playing puppet, which is living
quite a sad life, doing its job in front of an organ. When
it almost dies, a dream shows it how great life can be.
The puppet decides to live – happily – and save itself.
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 1:05 pm :: With Short Program #6: Art

Nativity
Northern California Premier

2004 :: US :: 2 min
director Bill Roth

2005 :: US :: 7 min
director Mahyar Abousaeedi

Bill Roth in person

Lacking an idea for his next animation project, Bill Roth
examines the creative process and where inspiration
can come from.
Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 6:40 pm :: With Learning to Lie

Animated short film based on actual events following
the cleanup efforts of the September 11th attack.

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 5:20 pm :: With Rush to War

Night’s Necromantic Rose

Nights of Blue

US Premier

West Coast Premier

2003 :: US :: 9 min
director Brian Nohr

2004 :: Czech Republic/US :: 29 min
director Daniel Cerny

After a night of unexpected romance, Anna and Billy
forgot to exchange numbers. As she tells this to her
best friend, she tears a rose petal by petal, symbolically
throwing away her hopes of finding true happiness.

An exploration of the impossiblity of love for two
societal outcasts in the sex business. They form a
connection which surpasses sexuality, and springs a
new thirst and hope for life in each of them.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 9:35 pm :: With A Tale of a Naughty Girl

Nobody’s Perfect
Northern California Premier

Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Short Program #3

Notes from the Space Time
Continuim

2004 :: US :: 23 min
director Hank Azaria :: starring Hank Azaria, Maria
Bello, Ellen Pompeo, Christina Applegate, Jeffrey
Tambor, Harold Gould, Sarah Silverman

Northern California Premier

The story of a guy desperately wanting to know how
relationships are going to turn out, before he gets his
heart invested in them. Sometimes the best thing is
right in front of you, if you open your eyes.

A young man awakes to a world that thrives on erasing
all traces of individuality and personal freedom. He
trudges through this until a clash with his boss forces
him to decide whether or not to stand up.

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 7:30 pm :: With Moving Malcolm

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

2004 :: Canada :: 15 min
director Kevin Haverty

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #11
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Nunzia

The Offering

2002 :: Italy :: 12 min
director Giulia Oriani

1999 :: Canada :: 10 min
director Paul Lee :: starring Laurence Tan, Jason
Chow

Giulia Oriani in person

A bad flu forces Nunzia to stay at home while her family
leaves on vacation. In her short stint of freedom and
independence, Nunzia rediscovers her dormant energy
and enthusiam for life, and meets Marcello.
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 7:40 pm :: With 20 Fingers

An elegiac meditation about the passing of life, told
through the story of love and friendship between a
Japanese monk and the novice who entered his life,
from their initial encounter, to their final parting.
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 1:05 pm :: With Short Program #6: Art

The Old Man and the River

The Painter

2003 :: Singapore :: 12 min
director Royston Tan Tsze Kiam :: starring Chia
Tiong Guan, Chia Yi Qing

2004 :: US :: 10 min
director Tommy Everman

A poetic exposition of the Singapore River seen
through the eyes of an elderly man, Chia. Interspersed
are views of the Singapore cityscape, a Hokkien folk
tune, and Chia’s recounting of his life by the river.

An uninspired painter searches for inspiration in
picturesque places. He finds an inspiring locale, but
fear begins to take control and he must face the blank
canvas and dash down what he feels, or walk away.

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 1:30 pm :: With Short Program #8: World

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 1:05 pm :: With Short Program #6: Art

The Parthenon

Playgirl

2004 :: US :: 3 min
director Paul Debevec

2003 :: Italy :: 14 min
director Fabio Tagliavia :: starring Valerio Mastandrea, Daniela Fazzolari, Fabio Volo, Johnson Righeira, Renzo Lori

This animation uses new computer graphics research
to present a visualization of the Parthenon and its
sculptures. They are shown in a British Museum, as
well as their original location in the Parthenon.

After arguing with his girlfriend, Daniele goes for a walk
to calm down. When he returns home a short time later,
he finds her with another man and is stunned when she
claims he as been gone for two years.

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 1:05 pm :: With Short Program #6: Art

Pleasure Pill

Thursday, March 17 :: Corinthian :: 4:35 pm :: With Short Program #13

Pony Under a Painted Sky

US Premier
2002 :: UK :: 4 min
director Helen Grace

2003 :: US :: 13 min
director Bill Hallinan

Helen Grace in person

Kath, a bored middle-aged housewife, is given a new
medication with unexpected orgasmic side effects.
What begins as an embarrasing and uncontrollable
sensation, soon gives her a new lease on life.
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 7 pm :: With By the Sea

Frank believes he can find peace in his drug habit, but
a new addiction, a tiny toy pony, will change everything.
His life has been a series of dismal diappointments so
far, but Pony is here to help.
Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #4

PooP

Pororoca, Surﬁng the Amazon

2004 :: US :: 4 min
director Andrew Cappelletti

2004 :: Germany :: 27 min
director Bill Heath :: starring Ross Clarke-Jones &
Carlos Burle

Andrew Cappelletti in person

A formula film. Because all we really care about is how
to get in the seats. Spelllbinding intro, huge dilemma,
series of turns, resolution, and a twist at the end.
Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Short Program #3: Comedy
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The story of a mystic expedition with two world
class surfers who wander deep into the heart of the
Amazon jungle to ride a strange tidal wave hundreds of
kilometers away from the ocean.
Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 5:20 pm :: With Never Been Done
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Princess Castle

Prudence

Northern California Premier

US Premier

2003 :: Canada :: 8 min
director Boris Ivanov :: starring Genevieve
Buechner

2004 :: France :: 2 min
directors Joris Clerte & Philippe Massonnet
Virginie Giachino in person

Sonia found a place to hide. It may not be much, but
it’s enough for her. She has everything she needs, and
the rest she can do without. This is her castle, her new
home; so what if it’s only a bathroom.
Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 7:20 pm :: With Maria

Pulse: A Stomp Odyssey

Three people talk around a restaurant table.

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 7:20 pm :: With Mister V.

Quercus
US Premier

2004 :: US/Brazil/India :: 40 min
directors Steve McNicholas & Luke Cresswell

2004 :: Germany :: 11 min
director Vuk Jevremovik

A celebration of the world’s global beat, an exploration
of the sights and sounds of continents and cultures,
guided by the internationally acclaimed performers of
the sensational stage show Stomp.

A 2000 year old oak tree tells a story of its life.

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 12:45 pm :: With Short Program #5: Music

Roadside Attractions

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation

Robots in for No Reason at all in C
West Coast Premier

2004 :: US :: 15 min
director C.J. Roy

2004 :: US :: 3 min
director Cathy Karol
Cathy Karol in person

A local trouble maker receives a deadly lesson in irony
after harassing a quiet stranger passing through town.

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #4

Seeking the Sultan

Robotic figures enjoy a whimsical dance through an
abstract cityscape to the strains of classic jazz.

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Short Program #14

Sepal (Director’s Cut Music Video)

Northern California Premier
2003 :: Turkey :: 22 min
director Didem Yilmaz

2004 :: Croatia :: 5 min
director Dario Lonjak

Didem Yilmaz in person

A documentary filmmaker struggles to settle down. She
remembers her childhood thoughts questioning what
happened to the Ottoman Family. As she adapts to her
environment, she ends up in an intense journey.
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 4:50 pm :: With Tales of Intransigence

Music video for the nu-metal band, Sepal.

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 12:45 pm :: With Short Program #5: Music

7:35 am

Seven’s Eleven

2004 :: Spain :: 8 min
director Nacho Vigalondo

2004 :: US :: 13 min
director Amy Lorio :: starring Jordan Garrett, Annie
O’Donnell, Mikaila Valenzuela, Sierra Taylor, Eddie Velez

One morning a woman notices something strange at
the café where she has breakfast every morning: the
other customers and the waiters are in total silence. All
of a sudden, a song can be heard.

A spoof of Ocean’s Eleven, with amazing performances
from a group of pre-teens who stage a candy store
heist.

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 5 pm :: With Drifters

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival

Sunday, March 13 :: Corinthian :: 11:30 pm :: With Fern Hill
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Shadi in the Beautiful Well
Northern California Premier

2003 :: US :: 23 min
director Yimeng Jin :: starring Scott Openshaw, Jeannine
Holley Meis, Bill Kelly, Alexsis Balaoing, Jack Brand

2004 :: Wales/Denmark/Lebanon :: 11 min
director Mahdi Fleifel

A dark tale about an author whose femme fatale infects
his mind and becomes real. He tries to end her in his
final book, The 17th Man, which leads to a game of
deception only one will survive.

An artistic boy, Shadi, lives in the heart of a Palestinian
refugee camp where he is tormented by his neighbors’
kids, who steal his white pet dove. An unexpected
present from relatives abroad changes everything.

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 9:30 pm :: With Take a Deep Breath

Saturday, March 12 :: Corinthian :: 11:20 pm :: With Clipping Adam

Shift

A Silent Night

2003 :: Germany :: 16 min
director Peter Keller

2004 :: Vietnam :: 12 min
director Andy Nguyen

A minimal poetic ballad about routine, longing, and
interchangeability. The story of a mother and daughter
whose days move in such a routine that even their
desires have become a part of that routine.

On Dec. 24, 1972, the US Airforce launched its largest
air raid of the Vietnam War. That day, Christmas lost its
grace because of the death and destruction from the
endless bombing of Vietnamese homes.

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 7:25 pm :: With Marry Me

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 1:30 pm :: With Short Program #12

Silent Night

Singapore Girl

2003 :: Japan :: 7 min
director Hirofumi Nagaike

2005 :: Singapore/US :: 19 min
director Li-Anne Huang
Li-Anne Huang in person

On Christmas Eve, a girl can’t sleep because of her
dad’s snore. She tries to wake him, but in vain. She
brings her favorite picture book, Silent Night, and lies
down in front of a Christmas tree.
Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 5:15 pm :: With Yoshino’s Barbershop

Skippy

In her quest to see the world, Ling must balance
tradition and change, as she decides between love and
dreams. As she cuts ties with home, she realizes the
price to pay is far greater than imagined.
Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 1:30 pm :: With Short Program #8: World

Solar

Northern California Premier
2004 :: US :: 2 min
director Amanda Spalinski

2004 :: Belgium :: 8 min
director Pieter De Buysser

A story narrated by an articulate little boy telling a story
of the family dog - a cute little critter with a unique ability
that impresses the whole family.

The word Solar is not a word. Solar is not. Solar is not
at all, for it is a pleasant madness with a glow inside.
Solar is what our speechless senses have always
known, and have always forgotten.

Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation

Somebody’s Watching Me

Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 1:05 pm :: With Short Program #6: Art

Soul Shooter

Northern California Premier
2004 :: US :: 7 min
director Ryan Archibald

2004 :: US :: 14 min
director David Ivy :: starring Mark Weiler, Janan
Raouf, Myron Natwick, James McClelland
David Ivy in person

In a world of mannequins, the faces all look the same.
But when a mischievous security system installer sees
one of his female clients on an adult Internet web-cam
site, he finds out that no one is who they appear to be.
Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #11
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When Nathan Dryer accepts an offer from a notorious
crime boss to reclaim his dead father’s camera shop,
he doesn’t realize the bargain he makes will engulf his
world, and may ultimately steal his soul.
Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Short Program #3: Action
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Stranded

Stressz
Northern California Premier

2004 :: US :: 13 min
director Willard Motomura :: starring Greg Hashimoto, Garret T. Sato, James English, Mike Dunn

2004 :: Italy :: 5 min
director Mario Lombardo
Mario Lombardo in person

France, 1944. Two Japanese-American G.I.s come
upon a wounded German soldier and must decide his
fate. What can they do? What should they do? What
will they do? Regardless, the consequences are dire.
Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Between 2 Worlds

There is the unexpected, and there is Quiq, a very
impatient honeybee dealing with a rebel pack of honey
that will cause her serious moments of stress as she
shows her special talent for wrong decisions.
Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #11

Suicide Maniac

Superstars

2003 :: Austria :: 4 min
director Anreas Tschernokowitsch

2004 :: US :: 44 min
director Leigh Stieglitz :: starring Dwight Howard,
Josh Smith, Dwayne Washington, Jr.
Leigh Stieglitz in person

A scantily arranged living room, an Italian bathroom,
and a pink housefront are the scenes of a farce. Our
lethargic protagonist is planning a further suicide
attempt, but at least his destiny is his biggest enemy.
Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation

Tahara

Superstars offers a unique view into the lives and
minds of three of the best high school athletes in
America, each trying to decide where their natural
talent and skills will take them.
Saturday, March 12 :: Corinthian :: 1:20 pm :: With The Warrior Ethos

Tap Heat

Northern California Premier
2004 :: Egypt/US :: 18 min
director Sara Rashad :: starring Caroleen Khalil,
Youria Moursy, Aia Nazmy, Ektimal Shbib

2004 :: US :: 14 min
director Dean Hargrove :: starring Arthur Duncan,
Jason Samuels Smith

A depiction of the harsh reality of female genital
mutilation on the psyche of Amina who must decide
if she will submit to family pressure to circumcise her
daughter as she recalls her own experience.

The film brings together two generations of tap
dancers: a young man raised on urban funk, and an
older sophisticated tap maestro, told solely through the
language of tap (there is no dialogue).

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #9

Those In Black (Music Video)

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 12:45 pm :: With Short Program #5: Music

Time Enough at Last
Northern California Premier

2005 :: US/Iran :: 6 min
director Moslem Mansouri :: singer Ebi

2004 :: US :: 20 min
director Josh Finn

Moslem Mansouri in person

Moslem Mansouri chose this song as it poetically and
symbolically reveals the atrocities and brutality of the
theological regimes, while preaching about the hope
of victory.
Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 3:20 pm :: With Paradise

A man trapped in an office building struggles to
escape as a series of strange, Twilight Zone-esque
events force him to confront his past, and ultimately,
his father.
Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Short Program #3

Tojenkawa

200 Dirhams

2004 :: US :: 14 min
director Casey Crow :: starring Coye Underwood,
Aliyah Lopez, Adrian Quinonez

2004 :: Morocco :: 15 min
director Laila Marakchi :: starring Abdelfatah Sail,
Jamal Lahouissi, Omar Chanbod

Deep in the West Texas hill country, an 1800’s
frontiersman encounters a prey like no other. As the
legend of Tojenkawa is revealed, one man’s eyes are
opened to the beauty and danger of nature’s hand.

The story of Ali, a young shepard who lives in the
Moroccan country side. One miraculous day, as he is
walking along the new freeway with his sheep, he finds
200 dirhams.

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 1:30 pm :: With Short Program #12
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Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 9:25 pm :: With No. 17
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2 +1
Northern California Premier

2004 :: Brazil/US :: 25 min
directors Laura Calhoun & Harold Lee Yen

2004 :: France/US :: 26 min
director Philippe Safir

Laura Calhoun in person

This unforgettable and beautifull film shot in the
Amazon, is a personal, historical, and mythological
view of the power of faith in the Amazon Basin during
the largest religious festival in the Americas.
Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 4:20 pm :: With The Forest for the Trees

Universe

While on a trip to Paris, Rick’s girlfriend breaks up with
him. He finds himself locked in Versaille Park overnight
with a French cabbie and a confused Japanese
student, and none of them speak the same language.
Sunday, March 13 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Big Enough

Unspoken

US Premier
2004 :: Brazil :: 13 min
director Marcos DeBrito :: starring Rodrigo Matheus,
Alexandre Roit, Neuton Santos, Francisco Gaspar

2004 :: US :: 8 min
director Temah Nelson
Temah Nelson in person

Not adapted to a world that has become upside-down,
Saulo lives his life in a universe where there is no
gravity. The film represents the disjointed reality people
often feel when they move to large cities.
Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 2 pm :: With Short Program #11

Utopia

Annoying habits become life-saving actions for a
seemingly ordinary couple as real life events weave
themselves into one another’s dreams. During a night,
we explore their connection that goes beyond words.
Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3 pm :: With Short Program #1: Animation

Vent
US Premier

2004 :: US/Iran :: 32 min
director Moslem Mansouri

2004 :: Netherlands :: 5 min
director Erik Van Schaaik

In 1981, at the start of the Iran-Iraq war, many were
forced to flee major cities for refuge. They found shelter
in vacant homes before the government got them. This
is dedicated to survivors of war who shared their story.

A short comical animation about a man struggling
agianst a storm. When the man suddenly meets a
little girl, we discover that somebody is in control of
that wind.

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 12:55 pm :: With The Dreams of Sparrows

Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 7:35 pm :: With Bereft

Vesting

Victoria Para Chino

2004 :: US :: 15 min
director D. Mason Bendwald :: starring Tricia Small,
Rob Arbogast, Ava Delaney

2004 :: Mexico/US :: 13 min
director Cary Fukunaga

Mason Bendewald & Liz Lytle in person

In this story of a picture perfect family, Willa Voit
struggles with the strain of hope on her reality. If hope
is what dreams are made of, when is it time to leave
those dreams behind?
Thursday, March 17 :: Corinthian :: 4:35 pm :: With Short Program #13

Waiting for Woody Allen

A deadly combination of heat and overcrowding led to
tragedy on a refrigerated truck carrying more than 80
undocumented immigrants from Mexico into Texas in
May 2003. This is a story of that journey.
Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 1:30 pm :: With Short Program #8: World

The Wallet
West Coast Premier

2004 :: US :: 16 min
director Michael Rainin :: starring Joseph Piekarski,
Modi Rosenfeld

2004 :: France/Belgium :: 11 min
director Vincent Bierrewaerts

A tragic comedy about two quarrelsome Hasidic men,
Mendel and Yossel. Disillusioned with religion, therapy
and their friendship, they wait on a bench for Woody
Allen to come and give meaning to their lives.

A man who missed a job opportunity finds a wallet. A
part of him takes it, while the other continues on his
way. The unexpected twist comes when he continues
these splits after finding money in the wallet.

Saturday, March 12 :: Playhouse :: 11 am :: With Short Program #3: Comedy
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Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 9:25 pm :: With Little Men
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War

We Have Decided Not to Die

2004 :: US/Italy :: 6 min
director Giorgio Serafini :: starring LaDon
Drummond

2004 :: Australia :: 12 min
director Daniel Askill

An American soldier, standing by a casket covered with
the American flag, thinks about the reasons that lead
her to become a fighter during the Second Gulf War.

A film about a mental state where logic drops away and
anything is possible. It is an audio visual narrative that
uses sound, stunts, and visual effects to create a world
where characters float in space and time.

Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 5:20 pm :: With Rush to War

Which Way Is Up?

Wednesday, March 16 :: Playhouse :: 3:50 pm :: With Amelia

Who’s “We” Paleface?
World Premier

2004 :: US :: 13 min
directors Bruce Smith & Christian Mills

2004 :: US :: 8 min
directors Midori Takagi & Chris Nichols

Christian Mills in person

A multi-cultural short film presenting a contemporary,
humorous, and imaginative look at the lives of six
learning-challenged friends as they navigate the
treacherous waters of junior high.
Monday, March 14 :: Playhouse :: 1:30 pm :: With Short Program #8: World

An educational documentary exploring Hollywood’s use
of white actors as minorities. It features cameos of Burt
Reynolds as Navajo Joe, and Edward G. Robinson as
a Chinese hit man.
Monday, March 14 :: Corinthian :: 6 pm :: With In Darkest Hollywood

Wildeﬁre

Wildﬂowers

2003 :: Germany :: 14 min
director Julian Schwantes

2003 :: Canada :: 14 min
director Geoffrey Uloth

Julian Schwantes in person

Germany, 1648. A group of soldiers in an abandoned
village encounter an enemy messenger. They refuse
to believe what he is telling them – that the war is
finally over.
Tuesday, March 15 :: Playhouse :: 1:30 pm :: With Short Program #12

A quiet, beautifully realized parable of loss, love,
serendipity and redemption. Two characters, one
ancient, and one young, discover that it’s the little
things that can make all the difference.
Friday, March 11 :: Playhouse :: 3:05 pm :: With Short Program #2: Senior Years

Wow and Flutter
US Premier
2004 :: US :: 18 min
director Gary Lundgren :: starring Ethan Moskowitz, Olivia
Avila, Larry Ziegelmeyer, Zach Sherman, Renee Hewitt
Gary & Anne Lundgren in person

An intimate portrait of one boy’s infatuation, Wow
and Flutter reminds us of the wonder and fragility of
adolescent love as 14-year-old David makes a mixtape for his first crush, Amber.
Thursday, March 17 :: Playhouse :: 3:30 pm :: With Short Program #10: Love

WWWPIATTICOM
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Short Program Schedule
Short Program #1: Animation
March 11 • Playhouse • 3 pm
• Skippy
• Andy
• Love Sick 2
• Escape From Paradise
• Quercus
• Eureka
• Flyaway

* Eco
• Glass Crow
• Unspoken
• Mind Games
• Suicide Maniac
• Fever
• Chohon

Short Program #2: Senior Years!
March 11 • Playhouse • 3:05 pm
• Hellbent for Good Times
• Belle
• Alice and I

* Bingo: A Game of Chance
• Wildflowers
• Back Seat Bingo

Short Program #3: Action
March 17 • Playhouse • 3:05 pm
• Soul Shooter
• Call Me
• Nights of Blue

* Antebody
• Time Enough at Last

Short Program #8: The World
March 14 • Playhouse • 1:30 pm
• Delivery
• Victoria Para Chino
• Singapore Girl

* Old Man and the River
• Letter from the Top Floor
• Which Way Is Up?

Short Program #9
March 16 • Playhouse • 2 pm
• Tahara
• Ghanan Is in Africa

* Be Very Quiet

Short Program #10: All About Love
March 17 • Playhouse • 3:30 pm
• Art Thief Musical
• Duck Duck Goose

* Did You Ever...
• Wow and Flutter

Short Program #11: Experimental
Short Program #4

March 15 • Playhouse • 2 pm
• The Door
• Pony Under a Painted Sky
• Roadside Attractions

* The Horse Trader
• Change of Heart
• Just Like You Imagined

March 16 • Playhouse • 2 pm
• Notes from the Space Time
Continuim
• Against All Expectations
• Hello
* Somebody’s Watching Me

• Loop
• Momentum
• From the Street
• Universe
• Stressz

Short Program #5: Music
March 12 • Playhouse • 12:45 pm
• Tap Heat
• Pulse: A Stomp Odyssey
• A Lion’s Trail
* Sepal

• Illcom: The Uprising
• Kicking the Heart Out
• Dealership: All the Kids
• Brazil “Escape”

Short Program #6: Art

Short Program #12
March 15 • Playhouse • 1:30 pm
• Tojenkawa
• Anna and the Soldier
• Equestrian
* Wildefire

• The Big Thing
• Genesis 3:19
• A Silent Night

March 13 • Playhouse • 1:05 pm
• The Painter
• Beginning, Middle & End
• The Parthenon
* Solar
• Muse

• The Offering
• Inside You
• Hallaig
• Musica Magica

Short Program #7: Comedy
March 12 • Playhouse • 11 am
• Call Center
• Heaven is a Place That Starts
with “H”
• Another Man’s Treasure
46

* Final Sale
• Waiting for Woody Allen
• Baggage Claim
• Poop

Short Program #13
March 17 • Corinthian • 4:35 pm
• Meat
• The Happiness Thief
• Playgirl

* The Light of Eons
• Vesting

Short Program #14: Auto Heaven
March 13 • Playhouse • 11 am
• Lowriding in Aztlan
• Evasive Maneuvers

* Kings of the Hill
• Robots in for No Reason at All in C

Monarch

Interiors

Save 50%
Great selection of ﬁne, handmade Persian and
Decorative rugs from around the world.
1000’s to choose from.

Save 50% on our entire inventory.
Hurry in for the best selection at the lowest prices.
Sale ends April 20, 2005

199 Petaluma Blvd • N Petaluma • 94952
707.769.3092
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W o r l d

Sepal

Childhood Friends
Cuba
Contrapunto
Che, The Sweet Dream of the Cane
Imagining Argentina
Cuba: Island of Music
Tracing Che: A Motorcycle Journey Dame La Mano
Habanece
Australia
I Can’t, I Live in Cuba!
Blue Horizon
Mother Cuba
Girls from Ipanema
Paradise
Hello
Tracing Che: A Motorcycle Journey
We Have Decided Not to Die

i n

S e v e n

Wildefire
Wolfsburg

Kazakhstan

Ghana

Korea

Ghana is in Africa

Hungary
After the Day Before
Goodbye Hungaria
Mix

Little Men

D a y s

Slovenia
On the Sunny Side

Chohon

South Africa

Kuwait

Being Pavarotti
In the Darkest Hollywood
A Lion’s Trail

Just Like You Imagined

Lebanon

Spain

Journeyings and Conversations
Pulse: A Stomp Odyssey
A Tale of a Naughty Girl

Mexico
Genesis 3:19
Victoria Para Chino

Shadi in the Beautiful Well

American Bellydancer
Che, The Sweet Dream of the Cane
Habanece
Imagining Argentina
7:35 am
Summer Clouds

Indonesia

Dominican Republic

American Bellydancer

Morocco

Sri Lanka

Cuba Libre

Iran

Alice & I
Solar
The Wallet

Egypt

Bhutan

Estonia

Chosen
Dead Heat in the Shrubs
Duel
Epitaph
F For Fake
53
Tehran 7am
Those in Black
20 Fingers
Utopia

Austria
Musica Magica
Suicide Maniac

Bangladesh
Sand and Water

Belgium

Words of My Perfect Teacher

Czech Republic
Nights of Blue

Denmark

I Love Cinema
Tahara

Instinct

Bosnia & Herzegovina Finland
Nemaproblema

Brazil
The Dress
Girls from Ipanema
Pororoca: Surfing the Amazon
Pulse: A Stomp Odyssey
Speaker Phone
2 Million Wishes
Universe

Chosen
Screaming Men

France

Alfred
Contrapunto
F For Fake
Letter from the Top Floor
Liberation Day
Little Men
Love in Concrete
Bulgaria
A Man Without a Head
Journey to Jerusalem
Maria
Under the Same Sky
Mister V.
Prudence
The Shield
Canada
2+1
Amelia
200 Dirhams
The Big Thing
Heaven is a Place that Starts with “H” The Wallet
I Can’t, I Live in Cuba!
In Darkest Hollywood
Germany
Moving Malcolm
Anna and the Soldier
Notes From the Space Time
Between the Stars
Continuim
Cowgirl
The Offering
Did You Ever...
Princess Castle
F For Fake
She Got Game
Journey to Jerusalem
Tracing Che: A Motorcycle Journey Ladies and Gentlemen Over 65
Wildflowers
Learning to Lie
Words of My Perfect Teacher
Liberation Day
Love in Concrete
Maria
Chile
Musica Magica
Pablo Neruda Presente!
Tracing Che: A Motorcycle Journey Nothing
Paradise
Pororoca: Surfing the Amazon
Croatia
Quercus
Freedom from Despair
Shift
Here/Tu
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India

Iraq
The Dreams of Sparrows

Ireland

Shadi in the Beautiful Well

200 Dirhams

Netherlands
Equestrian
Escape from Paradise
Headrush
Hidden Truths
Momentum
Sneakers
Vent

New Zealand
Her Majesty

Nicaragua
Hidden Truths

Behind Enemy Lines
Good Morning Jerusalem
Kings of the Hill
No. 17

Italy

Switzerland
Against All Expectations

Taiwan
Darkness Bride
Drifters

Thailand
Be Very Quiet

Tibet
Devotion and Defiance

Palestine

Turkey

Romania

UK

Agricultural Report
Behind Enemy Lines
Aroma
Good Morning Jerusalem
The Carpenter and His Clumsy Wife
Shadi in the Beautiful Well
Full Circle
Headrush

Israel

August Sun
Shades of Ash

Between the Stars
Seeking the Sultan
Tales of Intransigence

All Over Brazil
Feetsteps
Hallaig

Beginning Middle & End
Call Me
A Clockwork Orange
Deadlines
The Happiness Thief
Headrush
The Man with an Opera House in
His Living Room
Mind Games
Peace One Day
Pleasure Pill
53
Words of My Perfect Teacher

Senegal

US

Maria
Paradise

Russia
The Door
Evilenko
Meat

Anna and the Soldier
Being 30
Candy Viola
Evilenko
Goodbye Antonia
Island
Miracolo
Nemaproblema
Nunzia
Playgirl
Stressz
War

Scotland

Japan

Singapore

Nine Souls
Silent Night
Yoshino’s Barbershop

The Old Man and the River
Singapore Girl

Trilogy of Love

Serbia & Montenegro
Memo
Take a Deep Breath

Slovakia
From the Street

American Bellydancer
Anaconda Targets
Anathema
Andy
Angle of Inspiration
Another Man’s Treasure
Antebody
Art Thief Musical
Back Seat Bingo
Baggage Claim
Be Very Quiet

A RO U N D
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A Beautiful Life
Belle
Bereft
Between 2 Worlds
Big Enough
Bingo: A Game of Chance
Birth Day
Brazil “Escape”
By the Sea
Call Center
Call Waiting
Career Suicide
Change of Heart
Che, The Sweet Dream of the Cane
Chicken Party
Clipping Adam
The Cold War?
Contrapunto
Cuba: Island of Music
Dame La Mano
Dealership: All the Kids
Death in Gaza
Delivery
Did You Ever…
Dodge City
A Dog’s Life: A Dogamentary
Duck Duck Goose

Kicking the Heart Out
Last Goodbye
A Life of Death
Lift
The Light of Eons
Lilo and Me
The Limit
Little Kings
Loop
Love Sick 2
Lowriding in Aztlan
Marry Me: Stories from the San
Francisco Weddings
The Math Tutor
Miracolo
The Missing
Muse
My Big Idea
Naked World
Nativity
Never Been Done
Night’s Necromantic Rose
Nights of Blue
Nobody’s Perfect
Ocean Front Property
Pablo Neruda Presente!
The Painter

Eco
Epitaph
Eureka
Evasive Maneuvers
Fernhill
Fever
Final Sale
Finding Home
Flyaway
The Forest for the Trees: Judi
Bari vs. the FBI
Freedom From Despair
Garpenfargle
Ghana is in Africa
Glass Crow
Goodbye Hungaria
Happy Hour
Heaven
Hellbent for Good Times
The Hook
The Horse Trader
Hot Chocolate
Illcom: The Uprising
Imaginary Girls
In Darkest Hollywood
Inside You
Just Like You Imagined

O

KQED

F

F

I

C

I

A

L

S

P

TH E

WO R LD

IN

The Parthenon
Pony Under a Painted Sky
Poop
Pulse: A Stomp Odyssey
Retreat
Roadside Attractions
Robots In for No Reason at All In C
Rock Fresh
Rush to War
Sam Peckinpah’s West: Legacy
of a Hollywood Renegade
Seven’s Eleven
17th Man
Singapore Girl
Skippy
Somebody’s Watching Me
Somewhere Anywhere Everywhere
Soul Shooter
Stranded
Superstars
Tahara
Tap Heat
Those In Black
Time Enough at Last
Tojenkawa
2 Million Wishes
2+1

O

N

S

O

R

S EVEN D AYS

Unspoken
Utopia
Vesting
Victoria Para Chino
Waging a Living
Waiting for Woody Allen
War
The Warrior Ethos
Which Way is Up?
Who’s “We” Paleface?
Words of My Perfect Teacher
Wow and Flutter
Z Channel
Zooey

Uraguay
A Brief Story of How a Man and a
Woman Fell in Love

Venezuela
Love in Concrete

Vietnam
A Silent Night

Wales
Shadi in the Beautiful Well

S

SF WEEKLY

Public Broadcasting for Northern California

MARIN IJ

THE ARK

Marin’s largest publication

Tiburon’s Newspaper

An alternative, weekly SF publication

www.kqed.com

www.marinij.com

www.thearknewspaper.com

w w w. s f w e e k l y. c o m

Be sure to pick up your copy of

Joseph McBride’s latest Book

Whatever Happened to Orson Welles?:
A Portrait of an Independent Career
Due out in 2005

Mr. McBride has been a key contributor to the
Tiburon International Film Festival,
providing expertise on various topics.

He will be introducing the TIFF’s 2005 Tribute to Orson Welles.

©2004 Tiburon International Film Festival
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T I C K E T/ M E R C H A N D I S E I N F O R M AT I O N
Visit www.TiburonFilmFestival.com for all information about the festival and its films,
including an online version of the schedule, or stop by our office at 1680 Tiburon Blvd.

TIBURON PLAYHOUSE THEATER

TICKETS

40 Main Street, Tiburon

It's easy to get your tickets to this year's TIFF. Tickets are now on sale, and tickets will be
available for purchase as follows:

The Tiburon Playhouse Theater is located just off Main Street in downtown Tiburon. A
MapQuest map is available on the festival website for your convenience.

Main St.

TIBURON, CA
Playhouse
Theater

• TIFF website 24 hours a day at www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
• Festival office at 1680 Tiburon Blvd.
• In-person at the Playhouse Theater Box Office on the day of the show.
• By phone – 415.789.8854.
*Special ticketing arrangements for our handicapped guests can be made upon request.

IMPORTANT TICKET INFORMATION
Tiburon Blvd.

From North or South U.S. 101, take the Tiburon/E. Blithedale exit.
From South 101 turn left. From North 101, turn right. Go east on Tiburon Blvd.
Take Tiburon Blvd. into Tiburon to Main Street.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
For information regarding public transportation, please contact Golden Gate
Transit at 415.923.2000 and Blue & Gold Fleet Ferries at 415.705.8200 or at
www.blueandgoldfleet.com for ferry schedules and fares.

Please Note:
• When ordering, be sure to select your films carefully. All sales are final. Tickets are nonrefundable and cannot be exchanged.
• Will Call:
– Pick up tickets in advance at the Festival office: 1680 Tiburon Blvd.
– On the day of the screening at the Theater.
• The TIFF is not responsible for lost, stolen, damaged, or forgotten tickets.
• All tickets are sold on a first-come, first-serve basis.
Charges and Fees:
• TicketWeb charges its own processing fee that is unrelated to the TIFF.
• A $25 fee is charged for each returned check.

TICKET PRICES

MERCHANDISE PRICES
TIFF T-Shirts $15

•

All-Access Pass $750 • Film Fast Pass $500
Regular Admission $10

TIFF Hats $20

TIFF Posters $10

Seniors (60 & over) $8 • Children (12 & under) $8 • Students (with I.D.) $8

FILM TITLE / TIFF MERCHANDISE

DATE/SIZE

QUANTITY

TOTAL PRICE

Shipping & Handling

$5

Total
Please print legibly
Send check or money order to:

Tiburon International Film Festival
1680 Tiburon Blvd., Tiburon, CA 94920

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

Phone: 415.381.4123
info@TiburonFilmFestival.com
To Order Tickets by phone:

PHONE
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415.789.8854
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A
After the Day Before, 11
Against All Expectations, 30
Agricultural Report, 30
Alfred, 30
Alice and I, 30
All Over Brazil, 30
Amelia, 11
American Bellydancer, 11
Anaconda Targets, 30
Anathema, 11
Andy, 30
Angle of Inspiration, 30
Anna and the Soldier, 30
Another Man’s Treasure, 30
Antebody, 31
Aroma, 31
Art Thief Musical, 31
August Sun, 11

B
Back Seat Bingo, 31
Baggage Claim, 31
Be Very Quiet, 31
A Beautiful Life, 31
Beginning Middle and End, 31
Behind Enemy Lines, 11
Being Pavarotti, 12
Being 30, 12
Belle, 31
Bereft, 12
Between the Stars, 12
Between 2 Worlds, 12
Big Enough, 12
The Big Thing, 31
Bingo: A Game of Chance, 32
Birth Day, 32
Blue Horizon, 13
Brazil “Escape”, 32
A Brief Story of How a Man and
Woman Fell in Love, 32
By the Sea, 13

C
Call Center, 32
Call Me, 32
Call Waiting, 13
Candy Viola, 32
Career Suicide, 32
The Carpenter and His Clumsy
Wife, 32
Change of Heart, 32
Che, The Sweet Dream of the
Cane, 33
Chicken Party, 33
Childhood Friends, 13
Chohon, 33
Chosen, 13
Clipping Adam, 13
A Clockwork Orange, 14
The Cold War?, 33
Contrapunto, 33
Cowgirl, 14
Cuba: Island of Music, 14
Cuba Libre, 14

D

Darkness Bride, 14
Dead Heat in the Shrubs, 15
Deadlines, 15
Dealership: All the Kids, 33
Death in Gaza, 15
Delivery, 33
Devotion and Defiance, 33
Did You Ever..., 33
Dodge City, 33
A Dog’s Life: A Dogamentary, 15
The Door, 34
The Dreams of Sparrows, 15
The Dress, 15
Drifters, 16
Duck Duck Goose, 34
Duel, 16

E
Eco, 34
Epitaph, 34
Equestrian, 34
Escape from Paradise, 34
Eureka, 34
Evasive Maneuvers, 34
Evilenko, 16

F
F For Fake, 16
Feetsteps, 34
Fernhill, 16
Fever, 34
53, 35
Final Sale, 35
Finding Home, 16
Flyaway, 35
The Forest for the Trees, 16
Freedom From Despair, 17
From the Street, 35
Full Circle, 35

G
Garpenfargle, 35
Genesis 3:19, 35
Ghana is in Africa, 35
Glass Crow, 35
Girls from Ipanema, 17
Good Morning Jerusalem, 17
Goodbye Antonia, 35
Goodbye Hungaria, 17

H
Habanece, 17
Hallaig, 36
The Happiness Thief, 36
Happy Hour, 18
Headrush, 18
Heaven, 36
Heaven is a Place that Starts
with “H”, 36
Hellbent for Good Times, 36
Hello, 36
Her Majesty, 18
Here/Tu, 18
Hidden Truths, 18
The Hook, 36
The Horse Trader, 36
Hot Chocolate, 18

Dame La Mano, 14
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I
I Can’t, I Live in Cuba!, 36
I Love Cinema, 18
Illcom: The Uprising, 36
Imaginary Girls, 37
Imagining Argentina, 19
In Darkest Hollywood: Cinema &
Apartheid, 19
Inside You, 37
Instinct, 37
Island, 19

J
Journey to Jerusalem, 19
Journeyings and Conversations, 19
Just Like You Imagined, 37

Night’s Necromantic Rose, 39
Nights of Blue, 39
9 Souls, 23
No. 17, 23
Nobody’s Perfect, 39
Notes From the Space Time
Continuim, 39
Nothing, 23
Nunzia, 40

O
Ocean Front Property, 23
The Offering, 40
The Old Man and the River, 40
On the Sunnyside, 23

P

Pablo Neruda Presente!, 23
The Painter, 40
Paradise, 24
Kicking the Heart Out, 37
The Parthenon, 40
Kings of the Hill, 37
Peace One Day, 24
Playgirl, 40
L
Ladies and Gentlemen Over 65, 19 Pleasure Pill, 40
Pony Under a Painted Sky, 40
Last Goodbye, 20
Poop, 40
Learning to Lie, 20
Pororoca: Surfing the Amazon, 40
Letter From the Top Floor, 37
Princess Castle, 41
Liberation Day, 37
Prudence, 41
A Life of Death, 37
Pulse: A Stomp Odyssey, 41
Lift, 37

K

The Light of Eons, 38
Lilo and Me, 38
The Limit, 20
A Lion’s Trail, 20
Little Kings, 20
Little Men, 20
Loop, 38
Love in Concrete, 21
Love Sick 2, 38
Lowriding in Aztlan, 38

M
The Man With an Opera House in
His Living Room, 21
Man Without a Head, 38
Maria, 21
Marry Me: Stories from the San
Francisco Weddings, 21
The Math Tutor, 38
Meat, 38
Memo, 21
Mind Games, 38
Miracolo, 38
The Missing, 39
Mister V., 21
Mix, 22
Momentum, 39
Mother Cuba, 22
Moving Malcolm, 22
Muse, 39
Musica Magica, 39
My Big Idea, 39

N
Naked World, 22
Nativity, 39
Nemaproblema, 22
Never Been Done, 22

Stranded, 43
Stressz, 43
Suicide Mania, 43
Superstars, 43

T
Tahara, 43
Take a Deep Breath, 26
A Tale of a Naughty Girl, 26
Tales of Intransigence, 26
Tap Heat, 43
Tehran 7 am, 26
Those In Black, 43
Time Enough at Last, 43
Tojenkawa, 43
Tracing Che: A Motorcycle
Journey, 27
Trilogy of Love, 27
20 Fingers, 27
200 Dirhams, 43
2 Million Wishes, 44
2 + 1, 44

U
Under the Same Sky, 27
Universe, 44
Unspoken, 44
Utopia, 44

V

Quercus, 41

Vent, 44
Vesting, 44
Victoria Para Chino, 44

R

W

Retreat, 24
Roadside Attractions, 41
Robots in for No Reason At
All in C, 41
Rock Fresh, 24
Rush to War, 24

Waging a Living, 27
Waiting for Woody Allen, 44
The Wallet, 44
War, 45
The Warrior Ethos, 27
We Have Decided Not to Die, 45
Which Way Is Up?, 45
Who’s “We” Paleface?, 45
Wildefire, 45
Wildflowers, 45
Wolfsburg, 28
Words of My Perfect Teacher, 28
Wow and Flutter, 45

Q

S
Sam Peckinpah’s West: Legacy of
a Hollywood Renegade, 24
Sand and Water, 25
Screaming Men, 25
Seeking the Sultan, 41
Sepal, 41
7:35 am, 41
Seven’s Eleven, 41
17th Man, 42
Shades of Ash, 25
Shadi in the Beautiful Well, 42
She Got Game, 25
The Shield, 25
Shift, 42
Silent Night, 42
A Silent Night, 42
Singapore Girl, 42
Skippy, 42
Sneakers, 25
Solar, 42
Somebody’s Watching Me, 42
Somewhere Anywhere
Everywhere, 26
Soul Shooter, 42
Speaker Phone, 26

Y
Yoshino’s Barbershop, 28

Z
Z Channel, 28
Zooey, 28
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S
U
N

S
A
T

F
R
I

11 a / Waging A... / Q&A

11:20 a / Clipping Adam

Corinthian

Playhouse #3

12:55 p / The
Dreams...

2PM

3PM

9:25 p / No. 17

9:25 p / Zooey / Q&A

9:20 p / Between the...
/ Q&A

8 p / Island / Q&A

7:15 p / August Sun

7 p / By the Sea / Q&A

6:05 p / Behind Enemy

5 p / Drifters

4:50 p / Tales of Intransigence

4 p / Call Waiting / Q&A

2:40 p / Her Majesty / Q&A

3 p / Sam Peckinpah

7:40 p / 20 Fingers

8:45 p / American Bellydancer
/ Q&A

9:30 p / Z Channel

8:30 p / A Clockwork Orange / Q&A

7:30 p / F For Fake / Q&A

6:20 p / Ocean Front / Q&A

5 p / I Love Cinema / Q&A

3:50 p / Childhood Fr. / Q&A

3 p / Big Enough / Q&A

1:50 p / A Dog’s Life / Q&A

12:50 p / On the
Sunnyside

12:50 p / Hot Chocolate

1:05 p / Shorts #6 / Q&A

1:20 p / Warrior Ethos / Q&A

9:25 p / Little Men
7:20 p / Maria

8:45 p / Duel / Q&A

9:35 p / A Tale of...

9:35 p / The Shield

10PM

7 p / Evilenko / Q&A

6:30 p / Nemaproblema
5:30 p / Darkness Bride

9PM

7:15 p / Deadlines / Q&A

8PM

4:40 p / Last Goodbye /
Q&A

5:15 p / Here

7PM

6:40 p / Learning

3:20 p / Peace One Day / Q&A

2:45 p / Blue Horizon

5:20 p / Journeyings...

6PM

4:50 p / Speakerphone

5PM

4:50 p / Cowgirl

3:05 p / Shorts #2 / Q&A

3 p / Shorts #1 / Q&A

4PM

2:40 p / Orson Welles / Q&A

12:45 p / Shorts #5 / Q&A

1 p / Tracing Che

1PM

11:30 p / Fern Hill / Q&A

11 a / Shorts #14 /
Q&A

Playhouse #2 10:30 p / Marin Filmmakers / Q&A

Playhouse #1

Corinthian

11 a / Rock Fresh

10:45 a / Stuntmen

Playhouse #2

Playhouse #3

11 a / Shorts #7 / Q&A

12AM

Playhouse #1

Corinthian

Playhouse #3

Playhouse #2

Playhouse #1

11AM

2005 TIFF Schedule
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5PM

3:20 p / Man With An
Opera... / Q&A

2 p / Shorts #9 / Q&A

Playhouse #3

9:25 p / Memo

9:20 p / After the Day
Before

9:15 p / The Dress

9:30 p / 9 Souls

9:30 p / Wolfsburg

9:40 p / Mix

8:30 p / Being Pavarotti / Q&A

7:30 p / Trilogy of Love
/ Q&A

7:20 p / Headrush

7:30 p / Nothing

8 p / Being 30 / Q&A

7:50 p / Dead Heat...

6:30 p / Little Kings

5:30 p / Mother Cuba

5 p / Dame La Mano

5:40 p / Imagining
Argentina

7:50 p / Naked World
/ Q&A
7:30 p / Moving Malcolm

6 p / Cuba: Island... / Q&A

5:35 p / Retreat / Q&A

4:35 p / Shorts #13 / Q&A

3:05 p / Shorts #3 / Q&A

Playhouse #3

Corinthian

3:10 p / Habanece

Playhouse #2

Playhouse #1

6 p / Girls From
Ipanema
5:25 p / Love In Concrete

4:14 p / Death in
Gaza

3:45 p / Sand and
Water

3:50 p / Amelia

3:50 p / Anathema / Q&A

9:35 p / Shades of
Ashe

9:30 p / Take a
Deep Breath

8:30 p / She Got Game/ Q&A

7:35 p / Bereft

7 p / Cuba Libre / Q&A

9:30 p / Chosen

8:25 p / Words of My...

7:20 p / Mister V.

6:30 p / Pablo Neruda /
Q&A

5:35 p / Hidden Truths /
Q&A

5:10 p / Under the
Same Sky

5:15 p / Yoshino’s

5:45 p / In Darkest Hollywood / Q&A

9:15 p / The Limit

9:20 p / Happy Hour

7:30 p / Imagining
Argentina

10PM
9:20 p / Tehran 7am

9PM

7:25 p / Marry Me / Q&A

8PM

6:30 p / Finding Home / Q&A

5:20 p / Rush to War / Q&A

4:25 p / Goodbye Hungaria

4 p / Sneakers

3:30 p / Shorts #10 / Q&A

2 p / Between 2 Worlds
/ Q&A

Playhouse #2

Corinthian

2 p / Shorts #11 / Q&A

2 p / Shorts #4 / Q&A

7PM

5:20 p / Never Been Done
/ Q&A

6PM

4:20 p / The Forest For...
/ Q&A

3 p / Freedom From... / Q&A

1:30 p / Shorts #12 / Q&A

2:45 p / Screaming
Men

Playhouse #1

Corinthian

Playhouse #3

Playhouse #2

Playhouse #1

Corinthian

Playhouse #3

3:20 p / Paradise

4PM

1:30 p / Ladies and
Gentlemen...

3PM

Playhouse #2

2PM
3:15 p / Journey to Jerus.

1PM
1:30 p / Shorts #8 /
Q&A

12AM

Playhouse #1

11AM
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